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Towey baby
I'4. brings in
new year

;

Racers take
81-58 win
over Ashland
Page 8
NATIONAL

Ag department
gets facelift
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Within minutes of taking
office, Agriculture Commissioner Billy Ray Smith on
Monday signed an order reorganizing his new agency.
He said it was the result of a
transition team's top-to-bottom
examination of the Department
of Agriculture, which has 352
employees and a $16 million
annual budget.
Smith retained several of the
department's top managers but
imported two additions.
He selected Dan Flannigan,
a Taylor County farmer and
one-time vice president of
Campbellsville College, as his
top aide. Flannigan's title will
be chief executive officer.
And Dee Baugh, a budget
specialist from the governor's
'staff, transferred to head a
newly created Office for
Strategic Planning and
Administration.
In opting for a CEO, Smith
dispensed with slots for two
deputy commissioners and a
number of principal assistants,
who had no defined roles.
Flannigan would broadly
oversee Baugh's office and
four others State Veterinarian,
Consumer and Public Service,
Agricultural Marketing and
Product Promotion and Environmental Outreach. The five
offices .are split into 13
divisions.
Smith said his four-year
goal was to increase funding
for marketing and research
until it at least equals the
amounts spent for consumer
protection.
WEATHER
Tonight...Light snow with
some snow showers likely.
Total accumulation 1 to 3
inches overnight. Colder with
the low in the lower 20s. Wind
northwest 10 to 15 mph.
Chance of snow 70 percent.
Weduesday—Cloudy and
cold..:A -cluttite of flurries.
High in the middle 20s.
LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY. ...354.7,-0.4/42'
354.4,-0.5/42'
BARKLEY
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By JIM LIAHANES
Staff Writer
When Robyn Towey, 23, Rt. 6, Murray, went into labor around
11:30 p.m. Sunday, she said she never thought she would have the
first baby born in 1996 in Calloway County.
But at 3:16 a.m. Monday morning, Dr. Lewis Drake delivered
seven-pound, four-ounce Johnathan Douglas Towey to Robyn and
her husband Shawn, 25, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
"We never thought we'd get that lucky," Robyn said of having
the New Year's baby.
Dougy, as he will be called after Shawn's best friend, was 23
and three-quarter inches long and is Robyn's fourth child and her
first boy.
Dougy's sisters include 5-year-old Shelly, 3-year-old Mary and
20-month-old Harley.
All four children were born at MCCH.
See Page 3

JIM MAHANES/LeOge, & T •-,es p^a

Robyn and Shawn Towey celebrate with the New Year's baby, 7-pound, 4-ounce Johnathan Douglas Towey. With him are his sisters Mary, 3, (far left), Harley, 29 months and Shelly, 5, (far right).

Legislators gather in Frankfort for session
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Constitution
demands that the General
Assembly regular session begin
at noon on the first Tuesday after
the first Monday in evennumbered years, last no more
than 60 days and end by April
15.
What happens in between is far
less certain.

Much of the 1996 session will
be about the legislature itself.
Lawmakers will be confronted
with questions about whether to
raise their own pay, revise their
code of ethics and about how to
deal with a colleague acculed of
violating rules of conduct. They
must also deal quickly with the
ticklish issue of drawing new
boundaries for their own districts
in time for a primary election filing deadline of Jan. 30.

The session also begins with a
new governor, Paul Patton, who
has promised to be far less antagonistic toward the legislature
than his two immediate
predecessors.
Patton, too, will be under the
gun. Though he made relatively
few promises during his successful campaign, he has already had
to soft peddle some of them.
Confronted with a state financial
picture not nearly as rosy as he

said he had been led to believe,
Patton has said he may wait to
ask for the tax cuts he promised
during the campaign.
Patton is required by law to
offer his own budget package to
the legislature by its 20th meeting Gay, which would be Feb. 2
under the schedule tentatively
adopted for the session.
Lawmakers say the budget will
once again be the battleground
for many of the significant policy

debates that take place- every
other year during the legislature.
Despite . Patton's recent reluctance, legislators say there will
be a rush to get rid of the 2 percent gross receipts tax on doctors'
and there may be an irresistible
rush to repeal the entire health
care provider tax.
An overhaul of the workers'
compensation program in Kentucky is near the top of the list
II See Page 3

Push to allow
concealed weapons
on in legislature

Tons of Success

JIM MAHANES/Ledger

Ttmes photo

Sharon Langston and Mike Ellegood, of Recycled Paper Shavings of Hickory, volunteered their time during the second Make a Difference Day at Murray State University's Roy Stewart Stadium Saturday. More
than 47 tons of paper were collected at the event which was co-sponsored by the Murray Family Resource
Center and the Calloway County Family Resource/Youth Center.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Farmers. Judges. 75-year-old
ladies in church.
Those are some of the people
who've told state Rep. Robert R.
Damron that they defy the law
against carrying concealed deadly
weapons.
"We've got a lot of people out
there who are concerned for their
safety. They're carrying a handgun now. They're illegal," said
Damron, D-Nicholasville.
Under a bill Damron pre-filed
months before the 1996 General
Assembly, Kentuckians age 21
and older could get a five-year
permit to carry a concealed weapon after completing a training
course certified by the state or
the National Rifle Association.
The permit would cost $25.

The bill would bar permits for
a number of reasons — such as
felony and drug convictions —
but state police, who would conduct background checks under
the law, would be required to
issue licenses to people who
qualified.
That has long been a dream of
many gun owners in Kentucky.
There have been unsuccessful
proposals for years to allow people to carry concealed deadly
weapons.
This time, however, 48 of the
100 representatives have signed
on as co-sponsors, and several
more might sign on soon — an
indication the bill will likely pass
III Sec/ Page 3
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Job big step
in Morgan's life
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
With all odds stacked against her, Shelby Morgan said she has a
big "I told you so" for all the doctors who said she would never
Walk again.
On July 1, 1989 the Austin Peay scholarship athlete was the passenger in a.vehicle that failed to stop at a stop sign on Highway
121. The vehicle struck a tree and flipped several times throwing
her out.
The injuries she suffered put her in a coma that lasted for three
months.
"At first, the doctors told us she wouldn't live and if she did, she
would never be a fuctional human being again," said Morgan's
mother Jeanie.
4 According to Jeanie, Shelby broke her back and neck, causing
Fxtensive damage to her brain stem.
See Page 3
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BERNARD KANELedge• & TIrnes photo

Shelby Morgan greets a customer at Wal-Mart in Murray. She has overcome many obstacles to reach this .
point.
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MURRAY
CAIIDWAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL.

FRO1

803 Poplar Street
Murray, Kentucky 42074•2467
(. 502)762-1100

Donate Blood Regularly.

Certified by American Board of Obstetrics and Gynecology

Dr. Stephen K. Hall
receives board certification -

Bea
Hero.
Save a Life.

Dr. Stephen K. Hall of Murray has been notified by the
American Board of Obstetrics and Gynecology that he has
successfully completed the examination to become board certified
in the medical specialty of obstetrics and gynecology.
Dr. Hall's practice is associated with Murray Woman's Clinic,
305 South 8th Street. He joined the staff at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital in 1993.
As an OB/GYN, Dr. Hall treats disease and disorders of the
female genital tract, endocrine and reproductive systems including
infertility and provides prenatal care and obstetrical care including
high risk pregnancies.
A native of Mount Sterling, Dr. Hall earnecl his bachelor of arts degree in biology and
chemistry from Transylvania University in 1983. He received his medical degree from the
University of Kentucky College of Medicine in 1989.
Dr. Hall served a one-year internship and a three-year residency at the University of
Kentucky Chandler Medical Center, while also serving three years as an obstetrical in-house
physician on weekends for St. LukeS Hospital in Ft. Thomas and St. Elizabeth Hospital in
Edge wood
Dr. Hall is a member of the American Medical Association and Kentucky Medical
Association, Southern Medical Association and American Association of Gynecologic
Laparoscopists. He is now a fellow of the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists.
He also has served as a captain in the 475th MASH Unit of the Kentucky Army National Guard.
Dr. Hall's office can be reached at (502)753-9300.
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Murray-Calloway County Hospital's
Thursday,Januaryll
Health Express will be offering blood
• Symsonia
pressure, pulse and two hour blood sugar
Liberty Bank
screenings at all ofits stops during the
9-11:30a.m.
month ofJanuary.
• Midi,
The blood sugar test mustbe
Pubic Library
performed two hoursaftercompleting
1-3p.m.
a meal.
Friday,Januery12
As a screening, the two hour blood
• Hazel
sugar testis free ofcharge under the
Dees Bank
following conditions: •
8:30-11:30am.
-annually iffamily history ofdiabetes
foldvny
exits.
Wiseharts Grocery
-anytime there is a 20pound weight 1-3pm.
change.
-every three years under all other
Wednesday,Jenuery17
conditions.
• Murray
If you are a known diabetic, you can
Post Office
have your bloodsugar monitored on the
8:30-11:30am.&12:30-3p.m.
Health Express if you obtaiftwritten
Thursdey,Januery18
prescription from your physician and file it
• Camden,TN
with the Health Express nurse. Your
Wal-Mart
physician willspecify the frequencyfor
9-11:30a.m.&12:30-2:30p.m.
monitoring op the prescription.
A StoolFor Occult Blood Screening Kit
is also available for $4. This screening detects bloodin the stool.
These screenings are offered to detect
.disease in its earliest stages when there
are no symptoms of disease. Ifyou are
experiencing symptoms,youshouldsee
yourphysician.

Friday,January19
• Paris,TN
Wal-Mart
9-11:30a.m.& 12:30-3p.m.
Wednesday,Jenuery24
• Murray
WeaksCenter
8:30-11:30a.m.
Ibursday,January25
• Coldwater
Church ofChrist
8:30-11a.m.
• Lynn Grove
Crawford's Service Station
1230-3p.m.
Fridey,January26
• Dreffenville
Ponderosa
9-11.30a.m.&12:30-3p.m.
Wednesdey,January,
31
• Murray
CourtSquare
8:30-11:30a.m.& 12:30-3p.m.

Wednesday,January3

•

Piggly Wiggly
8:30-1 t:30a.m.& 12:30-3p.m.
Thurtday, January 4
• WI1190
Town Square
9-ham.
Sedalia
Sedalia Baptist Church
1:00-3:00p.m.
Wednesday,Jenuery10
• Murray Public Library
830-11 30am
Murray
Olympic Plaza
12:30--3p.m.

Miracle Moments is pleased to offer the perinatal
classes listed beiow. Pre-registration is required for all
classes and fees may be paid at the first class.
For class information and pro-registration,
call(5W)762-1385.
Pm-register for.
•Prepared Childbirth Ones
Option 1: Mon., Jan. 8, 15, 22,29,(7-9 p.m.)
Option 2: Wed., Jan. 10, 17, 24, 31,(7-9 p.m.)
Option 3: Thur3., Jan. 11, 18,25, Feb. 1,(7-9 p.m.)
•Sibling Class: Saturday, Jan. 20, 10-11 am.
•Refrosher I: Mon., Jan. 15 & 22, 7-9 pm
•R•fresher II. Wed., Jan. 17& 24, 7-9 pm
-Refresher III: Thurs., Jan. 18 & 25, 7-9 pm
Hospital Education Unit
•Breastfeeding Support Group:
Tues , Jan 16, MCCH Board Room. 7-8 p.m.
-Miracle Moments Maternity Unit Tour
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Support Groups
Alzheimer's Disease Information
Education Meeting: Tuesday, Jan.9
Support Group Meeting: Tuesday, Jan. 23
4:30 p.m. in Hospital Board Room
For information about Alzheim€4's Disease meetings, contact Cindy
Ragsdale, 502-762-1108 or Joretta Randolph, 502-753-5561. Shared
Care, Adult DayCare will sit with Alzheimer clients while caregivers
attend this meeting. Call Susan Plunkett, LPN, at'502-762-0576.
Breast Cancer Support
Thursday, Jan. 4, 7p.m., Hospital Board Room, Second Floor
Contact Martha Andrus at 502-753-3862 for more information.
Cancer Support
Education Meeting: Tuesday, Jan.2
Support Group Meeting: Tuesday, Jan. 16
3p.m in the Hospital Private Dining Room
Contact Nancy Rose, R.N. and Hospice Director, or Mary
Linn, Clinical Specialist, 502-762-1100 ask operator to page.
Cardiac Support Group
Tuesday, Jan. 10, 10am.in Cardiac Rehab Room
"Cardiovascular Workout" wear exercise ciothing
Contact Shirley Lynch, R.N., 502-762-1 170
Autism & Related Disorders Support Group
Friday, Jan. 12,2p.m. in the Hospital Private Dining Room
Oontact Heyde Hackel, S.L.P., speech pathologist, or
Dixie Hopkins. L.P., speech pathologist, 502-762-1 574
Compassionate Friends
Thursday, Jan.25at 7:30 p.m. in Hospital Board Room
Contact MCCH Chaplain Mike Rumble, 502-762-1274 or
Hilda Bennett 901-498-8324.

Miracle Moments

• murray

January is National Blood Donor Month and Murray Calloway County Hospital
wants to thank all those who support the local blood supply through regular donations.
Blood is one thing no one can make or replace in a laboratory;it comes from people
and it can't help others until it's given.
Remember,there is no way to contract AIDS from donating blood! All of the
materials used come frilm the manufacturer sterile until the seals are broken in your
presence when we prepare for the draw.Immediately after the blood drawing is finished,
the needle is disposed of in a hazardous materials container. The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Blood Bank complies with all standards set by the American Association
of Blood Banks and the FDA.
Since the development of AIDS,autologous donations have risen dramatically. An
autologous donation is simply someone giving their own blood for an upcoming elective
surgery. The autologous blood is crossmatched prior to surgery as is any other blood.This
must be requested by the patient's doctor and the patient must hae an adequate hemoglobin , blood pressure, pulse, temperature and medical history before this can be done.
Many times however, patients cannot be drawn because they have answered
"Yes" to just one of the questions we are required to ask.Then patients can have a friend
from work,church or the neighborhood give blood for them if the blood types match.This
is known as directed donations.
However,if not enough donors
of the same blood type can be found,
other people who qualify as healthy
donors can give blood as a replacement
for the blood the patient will use from
the blood bank. This way,the patient
will not be charged a replacement fee
for any blood used. However,there is a
charge for testing and cross matching
the blood.
If you use blood from the blood
bank,it's a good feeling to know that not
only the blood is screened rigorously
but donors are asked many questions to
detect if they are at risk of carrying or
developing AIDS, hepatitis, syphilis, or
malaria.
It's important for healthcare
consumers to note that anytime a
positive shows up from hepatitis,
syphilis, HIV,liver enzyme,etc., that unit of blood is quarantined — NOT USED — but is
retested. Results are conveyed to the donor by detailed letter explaining what is positive
and what it means.
"We feel very confident about the blood supply here at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital," Hale noted."We know it's safe not only because we test it but we also track it.
After each unit is donated,it is tested for many things. If anything shows positive — even if
it's a false positive — we do not use that specific unit.
On an individual basis, if a person gives at least once per year,they and their
family are covered for that year. Donors must be at least 18 years of age or 17 with parental
consent, weigh more than 110 pounds and report any medications currently being taken.
Each donor must acknowledge in writing that they understand that giving false
information is a Class D felony.
After you've met all the requirements,answered all the questions and know
you're not at risk of contaminating some one else's blood, why not become a regular blood
donor and make our local blood supply a safe one.
When you answer the questions at the blood bank, your answers are filed confidentially in a file cabinet that is locked at all times — opened only by the blood bank
recruiter and technical laboratory staff to file or retrieve information. No other healthcare
workers have access to these files.
The questions may seem very personal, yet if you are the one receiving the blood,
you want to know that someone screened the donor for your safety. Together we can
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Robyn and Shawn said they
were hoping for a boy but the
doctors couldn't make a determination from the ultrasound test
before he was born.
Shawn said having a boy was
one of the most exciting moments
of his life.
"I've been waiting for a boy. I
guess it's every man's dream to
have a son," Shawn said. "I was
ready to start an all girls basketball team if we had another girl."
Shawn, a South Dakota naive,
wet nuoyii
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According to MCCH spokesperson Craig Arnold, Dougy was
the only baby born at MCCH
from midnight Monday morning
to presstime Tuesday.

Fort Campion. She is% Murray
native and the couple moved
back here two years ago.
In recognition of Dougy's
timely arrival, the Toweys will
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FROM PAGE 1
the House easily.
bill,
Many senators.support the
.
Damron said, and uov. rata ratton, a gun collector, said during
his campaign that he supports
Damron's measure.
But some legislators are adamantly opposed — Rep. Tom
Burch, 13-Louisville, called the
bill "crazy" — and the issue has
split police in the state.
The state police chiefs' association is gearing up to oppose the
idea, but the sheriffs' association
supports it.
The state Justice Cabinet
announced a few weeks ago that
it opposed the bill, saying it
would increase the potential for
violence in Kentucky and that
other crime-control programs
appear to hold more promise than
"equipping poorly trained civilians to take the law into their
own hands."
The cabinet announced its position before Patton took office in
mid-December, however. The
cabinet might take a new position
because Patton favors the bill.
Dan Cherry, Patton's new Justice secretary, said last week he
was studying the issue.
Kentucky is among a shrinking
number of states with broad bans
on carrying concealed guns.
Since 1987, more than a dozen
states have adopted laws requiring police to issue concealedweapons permits to qualified
applicants. Forty-two states allow
people to get permits to carry
..concealed guns. Most of those
states allow almost anyone without a felony record to get a permit, while others restrict permits
to people who can demonstrate
need, such as business people
who must carry large amounts of
cash.

With minor exceptions, only
ponce °ulcers are legally allowed to carry concealed guns in
ICPntterlev
-------,•
One key argument in favor of
allowing people to carry concealed weapons is that they help
people defend themselves from
criminals. Supporters also think
law-abiding citizens should have
the right to choose whether to
carry a gun.
Opponents fear that letting
people carry concealed guns
would increase the potential for
accidents and violence, however
— with people reaching for their
guns in a dispute instead of setding it some other way.
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FROM PAGE 1

Damron said his bill will
include an amendment under
which Kentucky's laws on using
deadly force for protection will
be printed on the application for
a concealed weapon.
Damron said he thinks his bill
would make Kentucky safer
because it would require training.
Many people carrying concealed
guns now do so with no training,
,
he said.

EARN
6.02%

Gilbert said the association
also is concerned that allowing
people to carry concealed weapons would mean more danger
for police officers, and that training courses won't teach people
when to shoot and when not to.

Glendale at Whitnell • 753-4175

DEPARTMENT HEADS

•session...

"How many times does our
emotion outweigh our logic?"
said Somerset Police Chief David
Gilbert, president of the Kentucky Association of Chiefs of Police,
"In the past, we've seen black
eyes and busted lips. I'm afraid
we're going to see gunshots" if
the bill passes.

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

1001 WhItnell Dr.
Murray, KY 42071

4^.41

for businesses, but the issue
could provide a real test of the
influence of organized labor on
Patton and in the legislature.
Patton has promised a review
of the entire Kentucky Education
Reform Act of 1990, but critics
of the law have spent much of the
last two years laying the groundwork to take apart pieces they
particularly dislike.
Another recent package, the
health care law overhaul front-1992, is also on the front line for
attack from insurance companies,
health care conglomerates and
many legislators.
Some items are almost certain
of passage, with only the details
to be resolved.
Prompted by several sensational cases, legislators are likely to
lift much of the secrecy from
criminal proceedings involving
juveniles. Patton has backed the
idea. There are also likely to be
pushes to increase the penalties
that may be applied to juveniles
who commit the most violent
crimes.
Adult crime is also almost cerLain to draw a tougher response
from the legislature, which will
likely consider a bill to create a
new penalty of life in prison
without the possibility of parole
and another that would let the
state charge inmates for their own
incarceration.

Wishing our old friendS
& new friends we hope
to meet a healthy &
prosperous '96.

f$

voluntary severance offer to help
decrease the number of layoffs
needed.
AT&T currently has a little
more than 300,000 employees.
The announcement of layoffs
was not a surprise. AT&T had
said additional workers would be
laid off beginning in January to
meet the company's unspecified
job-reduction goals as it breaks
up into three separate entities —
1..M./ V
a LA/iiiiii 1.1111%,41,1V113
vider, a communications equipment maker and a computer
maker.
Analysts had predicted that
30,000 jobs could be cut.
"This is a key milestone that
puts us right on track in our plan
to create three new companies
that will be positioned as strongly
as possible to succeed in their
markets," said AT&T Chairman
Robert E. Allen.

Ledger &Times

PASS YOUR PAPER?

.

NEW YORK (AP) — AT&T
Corp. said today it will eliminate
nearly 40,000 supervisory jobs,
mostly through layoffs, as part of
its sweeping plan to split itself
into three separate companies.
About 30,000 of the jobs will
be cut through layoffs: An additional 10,500 positions will be
eliminated through voluntary
severance and divestitures.
Approximately 70 percent of
.. _ . .
me ions are expectea to ne eliminated this year by the giant telecommunications company.
About 6,500 of the 72,000
supervisory employees who were
offered a buyout package in
November accepted the package
by Friday's original deadline, up
from about 2,900 Thursday morning, a news release said.
The company said today it
would extend the deadline for the

. .

id Lich:al

AT&T prepares to
cut out 40,000 jobs

receive numerous gifts and services from local merchants
including a case of baby food, a
silver baby cup, a free portrait
and a $50 savings bond.
"I'm extremly pleased. I know
(the gifts) will come in handy,"
Robyn said. "We just have to figure out what to do with a boy."
Although Shawn is a former
high school football player, he
said he has no preconceived aspirations for Dougy.
"I'm going to let him be what
ever he wants to be," Shawn said.
"He's healthy and that's all I care
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ommitment to our community ... and commitment to our customers.
Our management and staff is made up of folks who sincetety love
their community. You know many of their names anti faces ... and they
know yours.
Not only are we conunitted to providing you the best in banking service,
do
we whatever we can to make Murray-Calloway County a better place for us
all. Whether it's going the extra mile for a customer... or leading an
important civic project.
,
You can count on our entire staff- at all three Murray offices - to
always be there for you. But more importantly, all of us at Peoples First of
Calloway County are committed
,011,
to Leading tbe Way 400
in our community
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101 South 4th Street
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP

Turmoil broken by
occasional lurch forward
By MIKE FEINSILBER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — In Washington in 1995, the president
said he was relevant, the speaker of the House said he was going to
zip his lip, and black men marched, setting off an endless debate on
how many there really were.
Pennsylvania Avenue closed to traffic in front of the White
House and the government closed for business, then opened, then
half-closed. The budget wasn't balanced and won't be for seven
years, if then.
Washington debated about that and looked back on gridlock, turmoil, animosity, a bit of fun and the occasional lurch forward —
old script with new players.
Colin Powell chose not to run for president in 1995. So did Jack
Kemp. Dick Cheney said he'd sit it out. Bill Bennett joined the
non-candidates. Speaker Newt Gingrich mulled it over and said he
wouldn't, either.
Ross Perot created a third party and said he wouldn't be its candidate. Probably.
The Supreme Court said the spotted owl was relevant, and
upheld a law that made it endangered. The court ruled term limits
unconstitutional and the House voted against improving upon that
judgment.
But 30 members of the House limited their terms anyway,
announcing retirement. Four other congressmen quit on the spot,
two after being convicted of crimes.
Twelve senators said they'd not be back, either. Diarist Bob
Packwood made it 13.
Hillary Rodham Clinton visited Asia. In the village of Moishahati, Bangladesh, she was asked, "Do you have cattle in your
home?" She said she didn't.
Back here, her husband was asked if Republican domination
made him irrelevant and said no. Gingrich announced he'd been
talking too much and would hush up, but didn't.
Clinton cast the first veto of his presidency in June, and then cast
10 more, one with Lyndon Johnson's ink pen. Congress overrode
once.
*AD Dole took S1,000 from gay Republicans, gave it back, then
said he regretted giving it back. Phil Gramm admitted investing in
a dirty movie, but said it wasn't made. Dole attacked "depravity"
in movies that he had not seen.
Clinton failed to settle a baseball strike. Lane Kirkland chose to
quit as president of the AFL-CIO.
Clinton made a Bosnian peace in Dayton, Ohio, and sent troops
to keep it.
One Kennedy prOgeny was sworn in as lieutenant governor of
Maryland and another founded a magazine.
Death took Rose Kennedy, William Fulbright, Les Aspin, Warren E. Burger, John Stennis and Margaret Chase Smith.
Congress voted to comply with the laws of the land. Congress
refused to bail out Mexico, so Clinton did it himself. The government ran out of borrowing power, but jiggled its books to avoid
defaulting. The Enola Gay proved too hot a topic for an exhibition,
and so did Sigmund Freud and slavery.
House - Republican Leader Dick Arrney called Barney Frank
"Barney Fag" but said he had misspoken. Frank called Jesse
-Helms "a bigoted fool." The House censured Robert Dornan for
saying Clinton gave Vietnam "aid and comfort" by protesting the
War.
Robert S. McNamara saiehe had been "wrong, terribly wrong"
about prosecuting the war. "Twenty five years too late," said exPOW John McCain. Clinton said McNamara's views vindicated his
own. McNamara went to Hanoi to visit old enemies.
The National Rifle Association called federal agents "jackbooted government thugs" and George Bush tore up his NRA card.
And Hazel O'Leary's Energy Department paid $46,500 to have her
press notices analyzed.
Whew!

Constance Alexander
Ledger & Times columnist
of newspapers.
"Can I go with him?" I ask feebly.
"I mean,'May I?" I amend quickly,
imagining my mother chiding me
for incorrect grammar.
"We'll call you when he's ready,"
she says. I skulk back to my chair
and pretend to read the paper,
_incapable of summoning any trace
of bravado.
A few minutes later I am beckoned to the holding area. In a
curtained cubicle, my husband sits
in a chair that looks like a recliner
with wheels on the bottom. A plastic
bag of his personal effects sits next
to him, and he is garbed in a
nightshirt big enough to wrap a
compact car in. It is clean but faded.
The billowy short sleeves make his
arms look thin. I worry that he will
be cold.
The anaesthetist appears, introduces himself, and asks a few
questions. He doesn't take any
notes, which concerns me since he
goes through the same routine with
the patient in the next cubby and
then the neit. How can he keep
them all straight?

Medicaid is at the heart of the federal-state relationship. The federal government now provides more than a fifth of the money state
and local governments have available to spend each year. The federal share of Medicaid is more than a third,of this, by far the
largest share — and Medicaid in turn is easily the fastest-growing
major element of state budgets. The recent report by the respected
Center for the Study of the States at the State University of New
York says that in fiscal 1990, Medicaid was 9.1 percent of state
spending. By 1994 it had reached 12.8 percent, an increase of 40
percent in just four years.
Some of that increase was the result of accounting games and the
states' own doing. Because the feds pay more than half of Medicaid

Other patients are just a few feet
away from us; we are separated only
by the flimsy curtains, yet it is as if
Roy and I are alone in this antiseptic
world. We make brave attempts at
conversation, but our exchange is
awkward,halting. Although the impending surgery is routine, I am
apprehensive,I don't want to betray_
my fears, though. My husband is
cheerful and calm, so it jolts me
when he says, "The speed dialer on
the phone is updated. If you need to
call the kids, all you have to do is
push the button. I've labelled each
one."
He has been worried too, I guess,
though neither of us has confessed
to it til now. Tears spring to my
eyes, but I am able to hide them
because, at that moment*, they come
to wheel him away.
My second stint in the waiting
room is like Act II in a bad play. The
woman on the couch is still reciting
a blow-by-blow description of her
hysterectomy. Someone has turned
on the television. Maury Povitch is
hosting a dysfunctional family whose only means of communication
are shouts and insults.
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costs, the states were shifting into the Medicaid program all kinds
of services they had previously provided on their own, including
some phantom services whose only purpose was to jack up the federal matching grant. But caseloads and health care costs were rising
sharply as well. The Medicaid caseload increase through this period
is all that kept the number of uninsured in the country from rising
even faster than it did and putting even more pressure on state and
local governments and the health care industry to provide so-called
uncompensated care.
The Republicans, however, would sharply cut projected federal
Medicaid spending, let the states cut their share as well, and at the
same time limit Medicare spending in such a way as to add to the
burden on Medicaid, which is the backup program of the two.
The center notes in its report that Medicaid's rapid expansion is
already causing some other programs within state budgets tdiAbe
crowded. Higher education's share of spending fell from 1990 to
1994 — more of the burden was shifted to rapidly rising tuition —
and the share going to elementary and second education remained
the same despite almost a 7 percent increase in enrollment.
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How to ease that hangover
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In just two hours, the doctor calls
to report that all has gone well. Roy
is already in his own room, due for
release the next day. I go upstairs
and find him. I watch him sleep.
When he opens his eits -for a few
minutes we swap pleasantries before he drifts off again.
That afternoon, I slip into a quiet
booth in a local restaurant. I still
haven't read The New York Times,
though I have carried it with me all
day. A group of young people
claims the booth next to mine. They
are home for the holidays, full of
gossip about former schoolmates.
One of their old friends hasjust been
promoted. "He has his own office,
with his name on the door," a young
man reports, obviously impressed.
"God," one of the young women
replies, "I feel so old."
"Yeah, another one chimes in.
"Twenty-five is pretty old."
I pretend to read my paper while I
marvel at how fast life passes.
Twenty-five years ago, I was celebrating my own first real promotion.
I felt in control of my life. Important.
Today, I came face-to-face with
one of the challenges of growing
older. A leather briefcase and a
closet full of new clothes means
nothing when you are sitting in a
hospital waiting room.
It makes me wonder what the
next twenty-five years will bring,
and if I'll be trading stories of
surgery with other folks who don't
know where the time has gone.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP

Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not be
than 500 words. Letters-000W be typewritten and double-spaced
if possible. We reserve the right to condense Or reject any letter and to
limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.

PRESIDENT BILL CLJNTON
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20500
US. REP. ED WHITFIELD
202-225-3115 (Washington)
US. SEM. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building,,Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Waihingtou)
Wkliehomse Comment Lim
1-202-456-1111

MAIN

Dec. 27 — The Washington Post, on proposed Medicaid cuts:
The Republicans say that one of their goals in cutting the budget
is to transfer power to the states, and so they would. But a recent
report on states' finances in the 1990s is a reminder that they
would be shifting a major burden as well. It's not clear the states
would have the resources to take it on.

Just drop us a line

Attention Washington!

We arrive at Admissions punctually, actors in a well-rehearsed play.
The dialogue we invent is snappy,
clever. It is 6:30 in the morning. By
8 a.m. my spouse will be out cold,
and I will be sitting in the waiting
room reading The New York Times.
As we stand at the desk answering
questions about insurance and next
of kin, we are determined to be
witty, irreverent. For some reason
we have to prove to the clerk that we
are capable of repartee even in the
face of scalpel and IV.
Once signed in, we are dispatched to a special waiting room.
Other couples are already assembled. They sit in clusters discussing surgeries past and present.
The man in the leather coat had a
cataract removed last year and it
"went like nothin'." The woman on
-the couch launches into a lengthy
description of how long it took her
to recuperate from her hysterectomy. "Bladder," the man in the
corner bleats, when asked what his
wife is going in for, and he has to
repeat it again, only louder, for an
interrogator who's hard of hearing.
Everyone looks old, but then I
realize that we are not exactly young
ourselves. Still, I feel like we have
crashed a reunion of a club we have
no desire to join.
When the attendant calls, "Davis," my husband peels off hisjacket
and hands it to me before he walks
to the open door. I want to embrace
him Out I can't. My arms are full
with his coat, my own, and a sheaf

(Mike Royko is on vacation. In his
absence, we are reprinting some of
his favorite columns. This column
originally appeared on Dec. 27,
1974.)
This is the time of year when all
sorts of advice is written about
hangovers.
The articles usually touch on
three key points: what a hangover is,
how to avoid one,and how to cure it.
Defining a hangover is simple. It
is nature's way of telling you that
you got drunk.
I've never understood why nature
goes to the bother, since millions of
wives pass on the information.
Except for abstinence or moderation, there is no way to completely
avoid a hangover.
But there are certain rules that, if
followed, will ease the discomfort.
First, stick with the same drink
you started with. By that, I mean if
you started the evening drinking
champagne, beer and frozen daiquiris, stick with champagne, beer
and frozen daiquiris the rest of the
evening.
Drink quickly. If you can do most
of your drinking within the first
hour of the party and quickly pass
out, you will have regained consciousness and be well on your way
to recovery while others are still
gadding about. By the time the Rose
Bowl game comes on, your eyeballs
will have come out from behind
your nose.
Be careful what you eat, particularly later into the night. Especially
avoid eating napkins, paper plates,
and pizza boards.
If you follow these rules, you'll
still have a hangover. So the question is, how to get through it with a
minimum of agony.
It should be remembered that part
of a hangover's discomfort. is

Asprin will help relieve your
headache. But it might increase the
pain in your stomach.
If so, Maalox will help relieve the
pain in your stomach. But it might
make your mouth dry.
Water will relieve the dryness in
your mouth. But it will make you
feel bloated.
psychological.
go back to sleep.
When you awaken you will be
The other part of the hangover is
filled with a deep sense of shame, physical. It is usually marked by
guilt, disgust, embarrassment, hu- throbbing pain in the head, behind
miliation and self-loathing.
the eyes, back of the neck,and in the
This is perfectly normal, under- stomach. You might also have a
standable and deserved.
pain in the arms, legs, knees, elTo ease these feelings, try to bows, chin and elsewhere, dependthink only of the pleasant or amus- ing on how much leaping, careening things that you did before ing, flailing and falling you did.
blacking out. Let your mind dwell
Moaning helps,It doesn't ease the
on how you walked into the party pain but it lets you know that
and said hello to everyone, and someone cares, even if it is only
you. Moaning also lets you know
handed your host your coat, and
that
you are still alive.
admired
hands,
and
shook
the stereo
But don't let- your Wife hear you
system.
Blot from your mind all memo- moan. You should at least have the
ries of what you did later to your satisfaction of not letting her have
host's rug, what you said to that lady the satisfaction of knowing you are
with the prominent cleavage that in agony.
made her scream, whether you or
her husband threw the first punch.
If she should overhear you moanDon't dredge up those vague recol- ing, tell her you are just humming a
lections of being asleep in your love song the lady with the promhost's bathtub while everyone inent cleavage sang in your ear
pleaded with you to unlock the while you danced.
bathroom door.
Some people say that moaning
These thoughts will just depress gives you greater benefits if you
you. Besides, your wife will explain moan while sitting on the edge of
in deiail as the day goes on. And the the bathtub while letting your head
hang down between your ankles.
week, too.
claim that it is best to go into
Others
If anything, you should laugh it
off. It's easy. Using your thumb and the living room, slouch in a chair
forefinger pry your tongue loose and moan while holding a hand over
from the roof of your mouth, try to your brow and the other over your
stop panting for a moment,and say: stomach.
In any case, once you have
Ha, ha, ha. Again: Ha, ha, ha. Now,
moaned
a while, you can try
pull the blanket over your head and

So its best to take the asprin, the
Maalox,and hold your tongue under
the kitchen faucet. Or rest it in the
freezer compartment of your
refrigerator.

1

If you don't like to take pills, then
the headachs can be eased by going
outside and plunging your head in a
snowbank. BE SURE IT ISN'T A
SNOW-COVERED HEDGE.
If you eat, make something
bland, such as a bowl of gruel. I
don't know what gruel is, but it
sounds very bland. If you don't
know what gruel is either, then just
make something you think might
be.
Most experts recommend a minimum of physical activity, such as
blinking your eyes during the bowl
games, and moving your lips just
enough to say to your wife: "Later,
we'll discuss it later."
On the other hand, you might
consider leaping out of bed the
moment you open your eyes, flinging the windoWs open to let the cold
air in, and jogging rapidly in place
while violently flapping your arms
and breathing deeply and heavily.
This will make you forget your
hangover because it will bring on a
massive coronary.
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Government considers overhaul of ratings
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WASHINGTON (AP) — A
federal consumer agency is considering changing the way
cigarette makers measure and
advertise tar and nicotine levels
so smokers can get a truer idea of
the amounts they're inhaling.

But some smokers could be
misled by the numbers, which arc
not standard and vary depending
on individual styles of smoking,
Jodie Bernstein, director of consumer protection for the Federal
Trade Commission, said
Thursday.

The per-cigarette levels of tar
and nicotine appearing on
cigarette packs are determined by
a machine that puffs smokes from
various manufacturers.

"People think those numbers
are the numbers they get when
they smoke," she said. "All of
the variation means unless you
smoke like the machine you're

not going to get the results the
machine gets, and you don't."
Bernstein said the agency was
considering changing the
machine testing process to better
mimic the • way people smoke.
Cigarette advertisements and
packages would then show ranges
of the two levels, instead of one
figure.
Smokers also would be told
that the actual amounts of tar and
nicotine they will ingest depends

on their smoking technique, such
as inhaling more deeply or puffing on the cigarette more
frequently.

tute to examine its test methodology and problems with the numbers. A final report is expected
shortly, she said.

The recommendations are
expected to be presented to the
commission in about two months,
Bernstein said. The proposals
were first reported Thursday by
The Wall Street Journal.

An ad hoc committee of the
president's cancer panel also
recommended in December 1994
that the information currently

By TRACY L. McQUEEN
Messenger-Inquirer
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
Some Owensboro residents have
transformed their love for animals into home-based businesses
that specialize in pet sitting.
Alexander's Kittin' Sittin' and
Home Alone Pet Service both
offer alternatives for pet owners
who need someone, to care for
animals while they're away. And
both services make house calls.
Jim and Lorinda Penny have
braved many obstacles — including 15 inches of snow two years
ago — to make sure animals are
cared for. They've operated Alexander's Kittin' Sittin' for six
years.
"I thought, 'Well, this is a service we would use,— said Jim

Penny. "We've never boarded
our pets, because they don't
board well."
Larry "Pop" Wallace Sr. and
his daughter-in-law, Precella
Wallace, offer boarding service
through Home Alone, but most of
their business involves home
visits.
The Wallaces founded their
business just six months ago.
Most of their clients have been
cats and dogs, but they're open to
almost anything.
"We've sat for bunny rabbits,
birds," Precella Wallace said. "It
just works perfectly for us. We
are such animal lovers."
Larry Wallace Sr. said he
hasn't found an animal he doesn't
like.
"I like all of them, from

horses on down," he said. "I
guess we'd take an elephant if
someone had one."
Although Alexander's Kittin'
Sittin' is named for the eldest of
the Pennys' three cats, they have
cared for many animals besides
cats. Some of the more unusual
were tropical birds and iguanas.
Both pet sitters visit the home
and the animals before the owner
goes out of town. While the owner is away, they visit the pet, or
pets, as often as the owner
requests, making sure the animals
have food, water, exercise and
plenty of attention.
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increase. Virginia and West Virginia both experienced a little over 4.5
percent increase, while Tennessee
and Missouri posted 6.9 percent
percent and 6.7 percent respectively.
Trimble pointed out, however,
that the percentage gains represent
averages; some land appreciated
more that the average and some less
than the average.
"Whether land prices will continue to appreciate depends a great
deal on farm-related legislation to
be enacted into law in Washington
in the next few weeks, as well as
crop conditions and prices during

Compared to boarding animals
through her veterinarian and
at kennels, the in-home care is
called the Wallaces.
"I could enjoy my vacation relatively inexpensive — particuknowing that someone who knew larly for people with several
.
what they were doing were taking animals.
.Most local veterinarians offer
care of them," Higdon said.
Charges vary, depending on .boarding for pets, as do kennels.
where you live and what type of The home-care alternative is better for some — although not all
care the pet needs.
Alexander's charges $7 per — animals, according to veterinavisit for the first pet and SI per rian Teresa Wills.
"There are a lot of animals
visit for each additional pet. At
will do better at home,"
that
Home Alone, the charge is $8 per
Wills said. "There are others that
day or $50 per week for pets 'in
would probably get into mischief
Owensboro, with an extra S2 per
probably would be better off
and
day charge for each additional
in a boarding facility. It just
pet. The daily charge includes
depends on the per"
two visits.

burglar away from a client's
home.
"People feel good about having someone checking on their
home while they're out of town,"
Jim Penny said. •
The in-home services are particularly popular with people who
have several pets.
Suzy Higdon, for example, has
five horses, two dogs and a rabbit
at her home. Higdon said she
didn't feel comfortable asking a
neighbor to take care of all of the
animals.
"That's kind of a daunting
task," she said.
She learned about Home Alone

The pet sitters also will bring
in the mail and newspaper. Jim
Penny said an Alexander's
employee once scared a would-be
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1996. Livestock prices also will
have an important influence on land
prices," he said.
Another factor, he noted, was that
many farmers whose operations
were stressed in the 1980's "bailed"
themselves out by refinancing, using a balloon payment, due at the
end of 10 to 15 years.Those balloon
payments are now coming due and
some farmers may not be in a
position to pay them.
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Interest Rate

.26%

3n1 90 days

Interest Rate

The 2nd 90 days

.25%
Interest Rate

"In fact,some may be in no better
financial shape than they were in the
mid-1980s, when they refinanced
their operations," he said.

The 1st 90 days

Growers
Loose Leaf
Floor, Inc.

STEP
RIGHT
The Stairmaster CD

From United
Conimonzvealth Bank
'a'

UP

Step up to the investment that takes
you to new heights: the Stairmaster CD
fromfUnited Commonwealth Bank. It's
the CD that makes it easy to step up to
higher and higher interest rates... giving
you access to your funds at steps along
the vyay.
The Stairmaster CD is a nine month
CD set up in three 90 day segments.
At each segment, you can cash in with
no penalty"- or rise up to a significantly
higher rate. At the end of 9 months, your
CD can automatically step up to United
Commonwealth Bank's current 9 month
CD rate. Best of all, you can step up to the
Stairmaster CD with a minimum investment of just $1,000. So step right up to a
steep return on your investment.

We Are Now Booking And
Receiving Dark Fired Tobacco
For Upcoming Sales.
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Quoting a Philip Morris Co.
internal document from 1974, the
paper said: "Generally people
smoke in such a way that they get
more than predicted by (FTC)
machines. ... This FTC standardized test should be retained: It
gives low ratings."

Families find market for pet sitting service

Kentucky farm land values have
increased an average of 10 percent
during the last year, due to good
crops and good prices during 1994.
"The value of land and buildings
in Kentucky increased from an
average of $1,136 per acre in 1994
to $1,250 per acre in 1995," said
Dick Trimble, Extension agricultural economist with the University
of Kentucky College of Agriculture.
All seven states surrounding
Kentucky had significant increases
in land values, with Ohio leading
the pack, with an increase of 13
percent. Kentucky, Illinois and Indiana each showed a 10 percent
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given consumers be expanded to
more accurately reflect the tar
and nicotine levels, Bernstein
said.

Bernstein said the FTC has
asked the National Cancer Insti-

Farm land values are on the rise

the

Another reason for the change
could be that flaws in the system
have been exploited by the $45
billion cigarette industry, according to the Journal.

NEW FLOOR CHARGES
$4.00 hundred
Delivered On The Basket
$4.50 per hundred
Self Service
per

Full Service

$8.00 per hundred

EILTJD

502-753-3678

A kiwiIhrship

Friendly Service and "Top Prices

Member FDIC
'AP) is accurate, as of 12/Ib95 Rates arr sithartio change
'"allIthdtatuails at other times mayIt. C111,1111 to a penalty
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1111 Main St., Murray, KY
759-9443
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Luciano gets degree and
commissioned as ensign
LAFAYET7'E, Ind. — Peter J.
Luciano graduated from Purdue
University on Dec. 17, as a Distinguished Military Graduate with
Dean's List honors.
Luciano was awarded a Bachelor's degree in Mechanical
Engineering.
•
In addition he was commissioned as an Ensign in the United
States Navy on Dec. 18. Luciano

It.:
•N‘‘'

Jackson Purchase Doll Club will meet Wednesday, Ian. 3, at I
p.m. at Sirloin Stockade. All members and interested persons are
invited and to note the change in time.
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than beer

garet

per civart

All Natural T-LITETN
with Chromium Picolinate

Medicine Shoppe
3301 Lone Oak Rd. • Paducah KY 502-554-0943
.
1
OFn 8 a.m. 10 p.m. Fri. & Sat. 1.11 11 psr

200 N. 12th • Murray
759-9245

ALL-IN-ONE Sewing Center
has come to Murray!
•New Home Sewing Machines
•Home of Design-A-Quilt & Bind All
•Quilting Service Available
•Full Line of Sewing & Quilting Supplies

We Do Mail Orders!
753-3444
On Industrial Rd., adjacent to Ryan Milk

e 95

Bar-B-0 Rix, Pond Rased Cash
Filets, Fred Chicken, Hickory V
Smoked Ham,Food Bar,Salad Bar,
Dessert Bar, Drrik

753-0045
Mon.-Fri.
10 a.m.-8:30 p.m.

urray, Ky.

JCPENNEY STYLING SALON
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ACOA meeting on Thursday
Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or dysfunctional familiies
(ACOA) will meet Thursday, Jan. 4, from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. at Calloway County Health Department, 701 Olive St., Murray. For more
information call Carolyn at 753-6026 or Nancy at 753-7405.
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Breast Cancer Support Group to meet
Breast Cancer Support Group will meet Thursday, Jan. 4. at 7
p.m. in Board Room, Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For information contact Martha Andrus at 753-3862.

Compassionate Parents will meet

Todd-Roberts vows
solemnized at church
Mary Ann Todd and Cameron Roberts of Murray were married in a
recent wedding at First Baptist Church, Murray.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd D. Todd of Murray. Her grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Swain and Mrs. Evie
Todd of Murray.
The groom is the son of Mrs. Vicki Oxley and Billy W. Roberts,
both of Murray. His maternal grandparents are Gene Brandon and the
late Mrs. Jo Brandon. His paternal grandfather is Thomas Roberts.
Dr. Greg Earwood officiated at the double ring ceremony. Music
was presented by Michael Swain, cousin of the bride; Mrs. Carol
Thompson, organist; and Ms. -Elizabeth Junker, St. Louis, Mo.
Given in marriage by her parents, the bride wore a traditional white
satin gown designed with a fitted bodice with Alencon lace, sequins
and pearls. The long fitted sleeves had matching lace and formed deep
points with lavish sequins and pearls. Her full length skirt of satin
featured a long train of satin with lace netted motifs. Her veil of
organza featured a cap of sequins and pearls fashioned into a bow.
Her jewelry included her great-grandmother's pearl earrings.
She carried a cascade bouquet of white orchids, pink roses, lilies
and baby's breath. The bouquet also featured .the bride's mother's
white Bible carried by her on her wedding day.
Mrs. Michelle Butler of Murray was matron of honor and Miss Dina
Fazi of Murray was the maid of honor. Bridesmaids were Mrs. Melissa Waggoner of Mayfield and Mrs. Vicki Tuggle of Panama City, Fla.
The attendants wore floor length floral gowns with floral sashes and
lilac satin shoes. They carried arm bouquets of pink ginger and pink
anthereum and purple dendrobinm orchids with seed pearls.
The flower girl was Leandra Elkins of Murray. She wore a pastel
pink tea length dress with a floral sash that matched the attendants'
dresses. She carried a pink and lilac basket with pink rose petals.
The groom wore a black tuxedo with a white pleated shirt. His bou-

Compassionate Friends' Support Group will meet Thursday, Jan.
4, at 7:30 p.m. in the No. 1 private dining room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Another meeting will be at the regular time on
Thursday, Jan. 25, at 7:30 p.m. This group is comprised of those
who have lost an infant, child, or young adult through accident, illness, sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS), stillb irths or miscarriages. For more information call Director of Pastoral Care Mike
Rumble at 762-1274"or Coordinator of Compassionate Friends Hilda
Bennett at 498-8324.
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Anxiety and Panic Group will meet

Infon
Mur

An Anxiety and Panic Group has been formed which will meet
Thursday, Jan. 4, at 6:30 p.m. at Muehleman Psychological Services,
503 Poplar St., Murray. This is for persons who have problems with
anixiety and panic attacks. For more information call 753-0181.
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West View Support Group to meet
Family Support Group at West View Nursing Home will meet
Tuesday, Jan. 2, at 5 p.m. in the front lobby. This is for families o
.f
residents at West View.
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Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, Jan. 2,
at 7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre. The SOS is a nonprofit,
nondenominational, support and social group for single adults,
whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more
information call Marlene, 753-2350 or Martha, 759-2512.

Bridge play planned .at Oaks

Hurl
Care

Ladies of Oaks Country Club will play bridge on Wednesday, Jan.
3, at 9:30 a.m. at the club house. Hostess will be Sue Wells, phone
, 753-3671.

tdonferewas of pink rosebuds.
Brad Vinson of Murray was pest man. Groomsmen were David
Todd, brother of the bride, Shane Butler and Chris Lennox, all of

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.

Urbel

All men and women who ever attended Faxon School and their
spouses or friends will meet for a fellowship breakfast on Wednesday, Ian. 3, at 8 a.m. at Shoney's. For more information call
Frank
Brandon, 753-8394.

Mr. and Mrs. Cameron Roberts

LOSE "r`: 10 LBS.
IN 3 DAYS!

PIcto
Mum

Faxon Fellowship on Wednesday

Southwest Elementary School
PTO has published a cookbook,
"Tastes of the Southwest Lakers.
It is on sale for S7 each with
all profits going to the Southwest
PTO. The red spiral bound cookbook features recipes from Southwest students in seven different
sections.
To order a book call Laura
Paschall at 753-4802.

WOODCHUCK
i+pel

Doll Club will meet Wednesday

Southwest PTO
publishes cookbook

VI

DATEBOOK
Jo Borkeen
Today Editor

Luciano is the son of Nancy
and Tom Ewing of Murray, Ky.,
and of Peter R. Luciano and Candace Luciano of Newton, N.H.
He is a 1991 graduate of Calloway County High School.
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has been selected for Flight
School with the Navy and begin
training in April 1996 at Pensacola Air Base, Florida.
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Murray.
Ushers were Bruce Thurmond of Si Louis, Mo., cousin of the
bride, and Kyle Warren of Murray, cousin of the groom. Ring bearer
was Logan Anderson.
The men attendants wore black tuxedoes with white pleated shirts
and had boutonnieres of pink roses.
Valeria Hargrove, cousin of the bride, presided at the guest register.
The wedding was directed by Mrs. Jackie Weatherford of Murray.
A reception followed at the Oaks Country Club.
The bride's table, overlaid with white linen, held the four tiered
wedding cake, surrounded by four heart shaped cakes adorned with
pearls, roses and miniature statuettes of the bride, groom, bridesmaids
and groomsmen.
The groom's cake was a sheet cake decorated with the bride and
groom traveling on the groom's motorcycle.
The guests were served a buffet dinner. Music was by the Trippin'
Lizard Band. Scott McDougal, a member of the band, is a cousin of
the groom.
Servers were Mrs. Laura Swain, Mrs. Vicki. Todd and Mrs. Carol
Lane, all aunts of the bride. Mrs. Jackie Weatherford also directed the
reception.
Mr. and Mrs. Roberts are now residing at their home in Murray.
The rehearsal dinner was held at Seven Seas Restaurant with Mrs.
Vicki Oxley and Gene Brandon as 'hosts. Covers were laid for 52
persons.
Mrs. Vicki Todd, Mrs. Earleen Woods and Mrs. Carol Lane entertained with a bridal tea at the home of Mrs. Todd.
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Informational meeting being planned

girls
Cour

An informational meeting will be at the Murray Independent Family Resource Center on Poplar Street, Murray, at a date to be determined in January. This is for any one, age 16 or older, interested in
the Adult Literacy Program, GED preparation, JTPA, or GED study
at home through KET. For more information. call the center at
759-9592.
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Mission Board plans meeting
The Blood River Baptist Mission Board will meet Thursday, Jan.
4, at 7 p.m. at the associational office building at Hardin. This will
be a special called business meeting for the purpose of electing a
new Director of Missions to succeed the Rev. Terry Sills who is
retired Dec. 31. All pastors and board members are urged to attend.

MSU Libraries reopen today
Murray State University Libraries opened today after being closed
for the holidays. Hours will be 7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m., but closed on
weekends through Wednesday, Jan. 17. The libraries will be closed
on Martin Luther King Day, Monday, Jan. 15. The regular schedule
will resume Thursday, Jan. 18, according to dean of Libraries Coy
.
L. Harmon.

1

Crisis Component for the needy
West kentucky Allied Services, Inc. will be operating the Crisis
Component of the Home Energy Assistance Program (HEAP) begi9ning Saturday, Jan. 6, and continuing through March 31, or until the
agency's crisis funds have been expended, whichever comes first. If
you are interested in providing coal, wood, kerosene, fuel oil or
propane for the Crisis Component of the program, contact the regional office at 400 North Fifth St., Mayfield, or call Charles Wix at
1-502-247-4046.
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Home Schooling Conference planned Lakeland Home EducatOrs will host a Home Schooling Conference on Friday and Saturday, Jan. 26 and 27, 1996, at Hardin. This
will feature nationally-known speakers Chris and Ellyn Davis of the
Elija,h Company. For more information call Alice Reinhardt at
753-0717.
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Salon Hours

'
Monday-Friday 8-8, Saturday 8-6, Sunday 1-5
.

Chestnut Hills • Murray** 759-9811
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Special poem published
The following poem which has special meaning tbr the new year
was submitted for publication:

Contemplation
By Mary Kate Apperson
As sunset of life comes ever nearer
Old friends and loved ones seem ever dearer
Dreams of youth are in the past
And the days of N-O-W go by so fast.
New friends and little ones fill these days
New tasks, new lifestyles and new ways
Fill the days with jiiy and laughter
With hippy memories of things thereafter.
Not alone.-..there are those who care
And meeting with strength each day as a dare
With many early dreams fulfilled
Acceptance of good and bad as fate willed
That sunset...the end of a life overflowing,
With love and laughter, tho mixed with tears,
And many problems through the long years
Life is still good and happiness growing.
GARDEN DEPARTMENT photo
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Pictured at the December luncheon of the Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club were the hostesses, from left, Martha Farris, Margaret Owens, and Louise Baker. Other hostesses were Katheryn Morris,
Urbena Koenen and Jean Holloway. The department will have an open
meeting on Thursday, Jan. 4, at 1 p.m. at the club house. "Personal
Safety While Traveling" will be the theme of the program. Names will be
tabled. Hostesses will be Billie Hall, Mary Hamilton, Martha Guier, Hazel
Matthal and Jan Ochoa.

CALENDAR

re

Tuesday, Jan. 2
Callowey County Band Boosters/5:30
p.m./Sirloin Stockade. Note change in
meeting place.
Almo-Dexter No. 4 Fire Protection
District meeting/7 p.m./fire station at

7
Community Improvement
Volunteers/4:30 p.m./Chamber of
Commerce.
Family Support Group at West View
Nursing Home/5 p.m.
Kappa Department of Murray
Woman's Club/6:30 p.m./club house.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m./Chamber of Commerce.
Info/Marlene, 753-2350 or Martha,
759-2512.
Free blood pressure checks/noon-2
p.m./Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church.

Murray Art Guild open 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Cancer Support Group/3
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p.m./Education Unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1100.
Murray Optimist Club/6:30
p.m./Eva's County Kitchen.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Murray TOPS Club, Kentucky #34,
First Presbyterian Church/6 p.m.
Hardin TOPS Chapter/7 p.m./Hardin
Library.
Weaks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens\ activities.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Alcoholics Anonymous/closed
discussion/8 p.m./American Legion
Hall. Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Westside Baptist Church Women on
Mission I/home of Debbie Griffin.
First Baptist Church Bea Walker
Group w/Mary Lawson and Men's
Bible Study at church/7 p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church Evening
Prayer/5:15 p.m.
Murray-Calloway County Shared
Care Adult Day Center open 7:30
a.m.-4 p.m. Info/759-0576.
Murray Moose Lodge officers
meeting/7 p.m.; regular meeting/7 p.m.
Murray High School Tiger boys and
girls play basketball games at Marshall
County/6 p.m.
Murray State University Administrative offices reopen today.
Wednesday, Jan. 3
Jackson Purchase Doll Club/1
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.
Calloway County Public Library open
but Parents and Twos and Story Hour
cancelled.
Fellowship breakfast for any persons
and spouses who ever attended Faxon
Scp&I/8 a.m./Shoney's.
Senior Golf Group/8:30 a.m./Miller
Memorial Golf Course.

Wednesday, Jan. 3
Oaks Country Club Ladies'
Bridge/9:30 a.m.
Weeks Center/open 9 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities. Pinochle
Club/1 p.m.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Health Express of MCCH/Piggly
Wiggly, Murray/8:30-11':30 a.m. and
12:30-3 p.m.
Board of Calloway County Public
Library/4:30 p.m.
AA closed discussion/1 1
a.m./American Legion Hall.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Small Prayer
Group/7 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church Holy
Eucharist/8 a.m.; Evening Prayer/5:15
p.m.
New Life Christian Center study/7
p.m.
West Fork Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m,
Eastwood Baptist Church
service/7:30 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church Bible
Study/6:30 p.m. '
Sugar Creek Baptist Church
Study/7:30 p.m.
Westside Baptist Ch4rch service/7
p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Prayer
meeting, Mission Friends, GAs, RAs
and Youth/7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church UMW
Exeeutive meeting/9 a.m.; Covenant
Prayer/10 a.m.; Adult Handbell/6 p.m.;
Adult Bible Study/6:30 p.m.; Chancel
Choir/7:30 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
University Church of Christ Ladies
Bible Class/9:30 a.m.; Bible classes/7
p.m.
First Presbyterian Church Choir/6:30
p.m.; Elder Training/7:30 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Kids Club,
Youth Bible Study, College/Carreer
Bible Study, Adult Bible Study/7 p.m.
First Christian Church Choir/7:30
p.m. ,
First Baptist Church Ladies Bible
Study/10 a.m.; VVMU Visiting
Mlnistry/3 p.m./Room 301; Fellowship
supper/5:30 p.m.; Youth Pizza
Supper/6 p.m.; Library open/6:15 p.m.;
Children's Choirs, Youth Prime Time!
6:30 p.m.; Prayer meeting/6:35 p.m.;
Sanctuary Choir, Intercessory Prayer/
7:45 p.m.

MIIT's cookbooks on sale at places
Murray Woman's Club cookbooks continue to be on sale at
several places in Murray. The
book features recipes from all
previous cookbook publications
by the club and also historical
photographs.
The cost is $15 each with proceeds to go for the upkeep of the
club house, built in the early

1940s, according to Naomi
Rogers, finance chairman for the
club.
Cookbooks are available at
Downtown Branch and North
Branch of Peoples Bank, Owen's
Grocery, Pier I, Treasure House,
Vintage Rose, The Garden Path.
Murray-Calloway Chamber of
12100tmerce, or from any member
of the Murray Woman's Club.

AUSTIN SWAIN, right, received his black belt In Shotokan Karate on
Dec. 1. He has been a student of karate for five years. Pictured at left is
his instructor, Vic Milner. Austin is the son of Todd and Laura Swain.

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

.A.T.C.H. needs aluminum cans
W.A.T.C.H. (work activities
training center for the handicapped) Center at 702 Main St.,
Murray, is in need of aluminum
cans as an ongoing work activity
for the clients.

These may be brought to the
center from 7:30 a.m. to 3:30
p.m., Monday through Friday; or
left at the west side of the building after regular center hours.

The high, pointed hat popular
with fairy-tale princesses is
called a hennin.

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.

753-4461
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Happy Birthday
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Wedding Day — August 20, 1937
Standing: Gulmer & Ruth Hamilton; Lloyd & Mavis
Moore; John D. Hamilton; Gladys & Willard Hagenmeyer; Seated: Pearl & John Hamilton and Keri
Hageruneyer.
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HELEN BOUGHTON photo •
Alpha Mu 14760 Epsilon Sigma Alpha International Sorority held Its •
Rush Social at the home of Kathie Gentry. Pictured from left, front row,
Margaret Terhune, Myong Hill, rushee of Helen Boughton, Paula Green,
rushee of Kathie Fleming, Susan Plunkett, rushee of Kathie Gentry;
back row, Helen Campbell, president, Kathie Fleming, educational direc- •
tor and past president of Kentucky State Council ESA, Kathie Gentry,
vice president, Mel Matthal, and Mary Vidmer, assisting on Ways and
Ii
Means Committee. Not pictured Is Helen Boughton. Refreshments of
at apple cider and cool drinks were served.
4
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Dr. & Mrs. Lloyd Moore
,

NEED INSURANCE
PROTECTION?
Call Me For Great Rates
On Auto & Home
Insurance.
Ashley Ross • 753-0489 • Ross Insurance
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• LTC Lloyd W. Moore
•
1445

William H. Moore
July 26, 1947

•
Cadet William H. Moore' •
Castle Heights
Military Academy
•
1957
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RACER BASKETBALL

Stingy Racers shuffle
around Ashland 81-58
Echols's nine blocks
leads Murray State
to post-Christmas win
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor

Saturday's win won't vault
Murray State into the NCAA's
Big Dance, according to Mark
Gottfried, but the Murray State
coach liked his team's PostChristmas Shuffle:
"Get in, get out, get a win and
ove on."

1h

Shooting like they still had
ristmas wrapping paper stuck
to their hands, the Racers used
solid defense to overcome cold
shooting in Saturday afternoon's
81-58 win over Division II Ashland (Ohio) University.
Murray State (6-3) shot just 44
percent on the afternoon, but
Ashland (6-3) was held to 36 percent shooting in a game played in
front of 1,975 fans in Racer
Arena.
"It was a very sluggish game,"
said the Racer coach. "I think it
was probably a typical post-

RACERS 81, ASHLAND 58
Ashland (64)
Campbel 0-4 0-0 0. Norman 1-1 2-24, Etzier 1-2
3-3 3. Wonunan 0-3 0-0 0. Winnow 6-16 1-2 13.
Tumor 24 04 4. Gates 0-2 3-4 3. Mown 1-4 1-2 3.
Evans 2-4 2-3 & Blair 7-12 5-10 19. Totals 20-56
17-26 56.
Murray It. (6-3)
Dawson 5-12 3-3 17. Brown 7-20 4-4 20, Taybr
1-1 0-0 2, Willi 1-1 0-0 2, Anderson 44 4-7 13, Ral•
row 24 0-0 4. Walker 54 0-0 10. Owens 0-2 0-0 0.
Karns 1-1 0-1 Z Barry 1-3 1-23. Echols 342-2 1).
Hanmo—Murrar/ St. 35. Ashland 24 3-Point
goals—Ashland 1-7 (Etzlow 1-2, Workman 0-2. Wintenger 0-1, Tumor 0-1. Evans 0-1), Murray St 7-27
(Dawson 4-10, Brown 2-10, Anderson 1-2, Rainey
0-2, Oren' 0-2. Barry 0-1). Fouled out—Gates,
Echols. Rsbounds--.Wtanct 44 (Stallowth, Evans
10). MOM St. 311 (Weber, Echols II) Assists—
Ashland 9 (Campbell, Blair 3), lAurray St. 22(Brown
10) Total louls—Ashland 17, Murray St 19
A-1.975

Christmas game. The guys did
what they needed to win."
Murray State, playing for the
first time in 10 days, got a big lift
from center Quennon Echols.
Echols, playing his second
game of the season, provided
much of the defensive help for
the Racers.
"In the first half I was really
pleased with the defense," said
Goufried. "Quennon makes a big
difference. He's able to cover our
mistakes a little bit."
At 6-foot-11, Echols was five
inches taller than Ashland's tallest player, 6-6 Joey Blair. He
took advantage of that by block-
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ing nine shots in the game, tying
Antoine Teague's single-game
mark from 1993.
"Vincent (Rainey) told me, 'Q,
why don't go beat that record,'"
explained Echols, who also had
eight points and eight rebounds in
31 minutes. "I really didn't know
how many I had, but I knew I
was close. I felt like I might be
able to go for it."
In the Racers' first seven
games prior to Echols' return to
the lineup after some academic
maintainence, opponents were
shooting 49.8 percent against the
Racers.
"Those great Georgetown
teams, when they were always in
the Final Four," noted Gottfried,
"could pressure the ball so much
because they had (Patrick) Ewing
back there. (Echols) does that for
us."
Echols' defense offset the Rac-
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MSU's Quennon Echols slams
home two of his eight points in
Saturday's 81-58 victory over
Ashland.
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FIESTA BOWL: National Championship

SCHEDULE
TODAY
BASKETBALL

•Murray (G/B) at Marshall Co.
Draffenville — 6
III Fla. International Tourney
Lady Racers vs. FIU
Miami — 6
WEDNESDAY
BASKETBALL

• Fla. International Tourney
Lady Racers vs. TBA —
Miami
THURSDAY
BASKETBALL
I Murray (G/B) at Carlisle Co
Bardwell — 6

Osborne, Spurrier battle images
By BEN WALKER
AP Sports Writer
TEMPE, Ariz. (AP) — The problems
started for Tom Osborne before the first
game, and a perfect season has not made them
go away.
And so it was again Monday, as the
Nebraska coach spent more time defending
his wayward players than discussing his
team's chances of winning a second straight
national championship.
"Every player who has gotten into trouble
has been suspended for a period of time or
has gone through an extensive period of rehabilitation," Osborne said, a day before the
Fiesta Bowl against Florida.

"In no case have we ever -winked at anything. It's not like we don't have any standards," he said. "We've had 150 players
labeled pretty badly by six guys."
Florida coach Steve Spurrier has heard
complaints, too. Mostly about him and his
attitude, perceived by some to be Steve
Superior, too slick and self-centered for his
team's good.
'Those words — 'arrogant, cocky, runs up
the score' — those don't bother me. I'm over
that," he said. "What bothers me is when
people say and write things about me that
they know aren't true."
He was a Heisman Trophy winner at Florida in 1966, and has his seCond-ranked team in

position to win its first national championship. He may still be the biggest star in the
school's program, but says he wants this win
for reasons beyond himself.
"Certainly it would probably mean the
most to all Gators who have endured over the
years, hanging with the Gators during the
down times," he said. "I would just want to
be one of the ones sharing it with all Gator
fans."
To win it, Florida (12-0) and Spurrier's Fun
'n' Gun passing game will have to outscore
No. 1 Nebraska (11-0) and its option offense.
III See Page 9

BOWL ROUNDUP

'Noles,
Penn St.,
Vols win
wet bowls
New Year's Day has come and
gone with no national champion
in college football.
That honor will be decided at
the Fiesta Bowl tonight, when
No. 1 Nebraska plays No. 2 Florida. On Monday, with bad weather in Texas and Florida and poor
attendance nearly everywhere, six
other games decided little.
Still, there was plenty of
excitement at the Rose and
Orange, and loads of offense
nearly everywhere.
Also Monday, it was Tennessee 20, Ohio State 14 in the rain
at the Citrus Bowl; Colorado 38,
Oregon 6 in rain at the Cotton;
Penn State 43, Auburn 14 in the
slop at Outback; and Syracuse 41,
Clemson 0 in slippery conditions
in the Gator Bowl.
No. 8 Florlda State 31
No. 6 Notre Dame 26
At Miami, Florida State's comeback began with a five-play,
73-yard drive capped by ICanell's
11-yard touchdown pass to E.G.
Green with 9:47 left.
The Seminoles (10-2) forced a
punt, and Dec Feaster returned it

AP Filo Photo

Penn State coach Joe Paterno and his Nittany Lions proved to be excellent dudders on New Yeses Day,
trouching Auburn- 43-14 in the Outback Bowl in Tampa Stadium.
41 yards to the Notre Dame 30. pour in Orlando and the Volunteers defense conspired to give
Cooper caught a 3-yard touchthe Buckeyes' their worst rushitig
down pass, then grabbed Kanell's
day of the season. In its last four
two-point conversion pass.
possessions, Ohio State (11-2)
Florida State added a safety
with 2:02 left when 'Notre • lost three fumbles and threw a
Dame's Tom Krug was called for
pass to an ineligible receiver.
intentional grounding in the end
Jay Graham carried 26 times
zone.
for 154 yards, including a
The Irish finished 9-3.
69-yard touchdown run, for Tennessee (11-1). He outgained HeisCitrus Bowl
No. 4 Tennessee 20
man Trophy winner Eddie
No. 4 Ohlo State 14
George, who had 101 yards on 25
Ohio State was limited to 89 rushes.
"We obviously had to stop
yards rushing as a steady down-

Eddie George first," Vols coach
Phil Fullmer said. "I don't know
how many yards he got, but I
know he didn't just run up and
down the field like I was concerned he might."
Cotton Bowl'
No. 7 Colorado 38
No. 12 Oregon 6
At Dallas, freihman Marcus
Washington had a 95-yard interception return, a Cotton Bowl
record, and icorecl 19 points in
the third quarter on a cold, wet
day.

a

•••

The worst-attended Cotton
Bowl in a half-century had an
announced crowd of 58,214,
based on ticket sales. The actual
crowd of around 35,000 was the
lowest since 1946.
It was the fourth straight bowl
loss for the Ducks and their worst
overall defeat since 1991. They
finished 9-3 -under first-year
coach Mike Bellotti.
Outback Bowl
No. 15 Penn St. 43
No. 16 Auburn 14
More rain, more muck and lots
more points. Wally Richardson
threw an Outback-record four
touchdown passes and Bobby
Engram scored twice and finished
with a game-record 113 yards
receiving at Tampa.
Penn State (9-3) finished with
at least nine victories for the 19th
time under coach Joe Paterno,
who is college football's winningcst bowl coach at 17-8-1.
"It sent the seniors off with ar"
good win," junior cornerback
Mark Tate said. "And for the
guys coming back, it gives us
something to build on for next
year."
It was the Tigers' worst loss
under coach Terry Bowden, who
was 20-1-1 before guiding
Auburn to an 8-4 record this
year.
Gator Bowl
Syracuse 41
No. 23 Clemson 0
Donovan McNabb threw a
school record three touchdowns
at Jacksonville. Not only did the
Orange gain.517 yards, they held
Clemson to 159 in handing the
Tigers (8-4) the worst postseason
loss.

Purple
parade
crashes
Southern Cal ends
Northwestern drama
By FUCK GANO
Murray Ledger & Times
PASADENA, Calif. (AP) —
The perfect script for Northwestern's captivating season of
improbable success and stunning
victories would have called for a
win in the Rose Bowl.
But Southern California wrote
another ending Monday, using a
prolific passing game and its
speed for a 41-32 victory that
sent the Purple home from
Pasadena wearing a look of
disappointment.
The Wildcats sought what consolation there was in knowing
that they had still turned around a
program that had long been one
of the nation's biggest losers.
"We can never duplicate a season like this. Hopefully we'll
never be 3-7-1 again and we'll
never again be in the doghouse of
the Big Ten. The surprise of this
season to a lot of people is kind
of what captured the nation,"
said Northwestern wide receiver
Brian Musso.
"In a sense we can't duplicate
it. But getting back to the Rose
Bowl ... we can duplicate that."
Northwgtern won 10 of 11
games, to& its first Big Ten title
since 1936, had a winning season
for the first time in 24 years and
became one of the most hyped
teams in ages this season with its
first bowl bid in 47 years.
One person tired of it all was
Southern California's talented
Keyshawn Johnson, who went out
and did something about it, catching 12 passes for a Rose Bowlrecord 216 yards, including one
56-yard touchdown play.
— They want purple, purple
this, purple that," said Johnson.
"So everyone.said it's 12 o'clock
midnight. Their dream is over.
They had fun in '95. It's '96, it's
our turn now. And that's the only
way I wanted to go out."
The Trojans (9-2-1) had been
ranked 17th, the Wildcats (10-2)
third. Most of the talk surrounded
Northwestern's emergence and
Southern Cal's disappointing sea•See Page 9
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FROM PAGE 8
ers' 41 percent shooting in the
first half on Saturday, giving
them a 35-24 halftime lead.
Marcus Brown, who scored 20
points to lead all scorers, convened a three-point play with
6:19 to play in the first half to
break a 15-15 tie. MSU went on a
13-2 run to build the lead to
28-17.
Murray State shot 47.percent
in the second half and were never
threatened again by the Eagles.
Ashland, which saw its fivegame winning streak snapped
Saturday, was led by center Joey
Blur's 19 points and 10
rebounds. Ashland won the battle
of the boards 44-38.
Racer freshman Darren Dawson broke out of a mild shooting
slump, scoring a career-high 17
points. Though he finished
4-of-10 from 3-point range, the
6-5 bomber hit four of his last six
shots.
"I'm happy for Darren, he
needed a game where he showed
some production," said Gottfried.
"He hasn't shot it well lately, so
maybe this will get him going."
Dawson, an early season surprise thus far, struggled in his
last two games for the Racers.
After a pointless outing against
Washington (Mo.) University on
Dec. 16, Dawson had just three
points in the Dec. 20 loss at
Louisville.
"In the last couple of games I
hadn't used my legs. I was rush-

ing my shot," said Dawson, second on the team in three-pointers
made (19). "In the locker room at
halftime I was trying to vision
myself going up as high as 1
could."
Dawson scored 14 of his points
in the second half, shooting
3-for-5 from 3-point.
Senior Fred Walker pulled
down eight rebounds and finished
with 10 points, all on dunks. Four
of his dunks came off of alleyoop passes from Brown.
Brown was just 7-of-20 from
the field, but dished out a careerhigh 10 assists.
"He really passed the ball well
today and probably passed up
some shots he'd normally take,"
noted Goufried. "And, I thought
Fred had a tremendous game."
Greg Anderson, who did not
shoot in the first half, scored all
13 of his points in the second
half. His 6-foot jumper with 7:11
left in the game gave MSU its
first 20-point lead of the game,
63-42.
Saturday's game marked the
return of senior point guard Kenneth Taylor. Out since the season
opener with a minor stress fracture, Taylor scored two points in
14 minutes of action.
Junior Vincent Rainey played
just 15 minutes Saturday, sitting
out all but the first two minutes
of the second half with a sore
back.
Murray State has a week
between games, playing again at
Tennessee State on Jan. 6 in the
Ohio Valley Conference opener.

•Rose Bowl...
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FROM PAGE 8
son after losses to UCLA and
Notre Dame. The Trojans had
become an afterthought in a bowl
game played preuy much in their
own back yard.
"Most of our players had injuries with you people stepping on
our toes, shoving us out of the
way to get to the other guys. It's
OK with us. We had a great time.
We had a lot of fun. We have fun
when we go to the Rose Bowl,"
said Southern Cal coach John
Robinson, who is now 4-0 in the
game.
"We're tired of hearing about
Northwestern. Everyone thought
Northwestern was going to win
this game, and we had a lot to
prove — especially after that
UCLA loss," said Daylon
McCutcheon, who scooped up a
Musso fumble and went 53 yards
for a touchdown that gave the
Trojans a 24-7 lead.
Northwestern, which had won
at Notre Dame and Michigan and
beat Penn State at home, trailed
24-10 at the half because of
McCutcheon's play and the passing of Brad Otton to Johnson.
But the Wildcats, who'd rallied
at Michigan and at-Illinois for big
second-half wins, did it again.
They closed to 24-19 on Darnell Autry's 9-yard run, only to
watch Johnson break loose on his
56-yarder. Steve Schnur's 1-yard
run and a 2-yard scoring burst by
Autry finally put the Wildcats
ahead 32-31 in the fourth quarter.
On the Trojans' next possession, Johnson kept a drive alive
with an 11-yard reception on
third-and-10, and USC went back
on top, 34-32, on Adam Abrams'
46-yard field goal.
Schnur, who threw only five
interceptions all season — Northwestern had only 12 turnovers in
it 11 games — overthrew a pass
and Jesse Davis intercepted. That
led to a clinching 2-yard touchdown run by Delon Washington.
Otton completed 29 of 44 passes for 391 yards and two scores
with no interceptions as the Tro-

jans scored more points against
Northwestern than any team this
season.
"We knew going in we were
definitely the straight men, but
not now. We wanted to come out
and take the initiative, but they
did a great job of coming back,"
Robinson said.
"We came out ready to play
the second half and ready to
come from behind," said Northwestern coach Gary Barnett.
"We played well enough to win.
But we had two turnovers and
that hasn't been our MO this season....We couldn't get pressure
on Otton. He kept making plays.
We'd have him by the leg and
he'd get loose."
Johnson, named the game's
MVP, easily broke the 176-yard
receiving record set in 1994 by
UCLA's J.J. Stokes.
Schnur completed 23 of 38
passes for 336 yards for the
Wildcats, including 145 yards to
D'Wayne Bates.'
Autry, often bottled up by the
Trojans' defense, carried 32 times
for 110 yards and three touchdowns. It was the 13th straight
game in which he has rushed for
more than 100 yards.
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Beamer's Hokies top
Texas 28-10 in Sugar

•Racers...
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television-friendly Miami was
knocked out of the picture by
NCAA sanctions, blitzed No. 9
Texas into submission.
"We have been looking for
recognition. We've been looking
to take the next step with our
program," Virginia Tech coach
Frank Beamer said. "This is a
tremendous victory for us. Beating a team like Texas in a bowl
like this is a great step.2
It was the third straight bowl
appearance for Virginia Tech, but
the first major bowl.
Tech took over in the second
half by unleashing an array of
blitzes on Texas quarterback
James Brown, sacking him five
times and forcing three
interceptions.

By MARY FOSTER
AP Sports Writer
NEW ORLEANS (AP) —
Bryan Still closed out his college
career opening new doors for
Virginia Tech.
The senior had 179 all-purpose
yards and scored two touchdowns
Sunday night to lead No. 13 Virginia Tech to a 28-10 Sugar Bowl
victory over Texas. And he only
touched the ball seven times.
"This is one of the best feelings of my life," Still said. "A
lot of people said we didn't
belong here, and I think this victory shows we belong with the
greatest teams in the country."
Virginia Tech, a Sugar Bowl
participant by default when more

SCOREBOARD
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The Insurance Center
of Murray
MARK

YOUNG/1.009er a Times photo
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Murray State freshman Darren Dawson (with ball) scored a career-high
17 points, including four three-pointers, in the Racers' 81-58 win over
Ashland Saturday.

901 Sycamore

COLLEGE BOWL GAMES
Al Timms CST

•Fiesta Bowl...
FROM PAGE 8
Nebraska quarterback Tommie
Frazier, second in the Heisman
voting, and running back
Lawrence Phillips, suspended for
six games after beating his exgirlfriend, lead the nation's topranked scoring and rushing team.
Florida quarterback Danny
Wuerffel, third in the Heisman
race, is the main attraction in the
country's second-best air game.
"So much has been said about
the offenses, but I'm sure the
defenses are going to step up,"
Wuerffel said.
The Cornhuskers are trying to
become the first team to win consecutive national titles since Alabama in 1978-79, and the first
champion with two straight undefeated seasons since Oklahoma in
1955-56.
"We haven't really talked
about the history of it," Osborne
said. "These kids, in a few years
they'll appreciate what they've
done, if they do it."
Osborne, meanwhile, has been
dealing with his players' off-field
problems all season.
In addition to Phillips, sentenced to one year of probation,
reserve receiver Riley Washington is facing a charge of
attempted second-degree murder.
"I guarantee you, I wouldn't
have that one guy (Washington)
out there on the field if I thought
he did what he is charged with,"
Osborne said.
Four other players on Nebras-

(CBS)
Saturday, Jan 13
Eset-Weet Shrine Classic
. At Stanford, Calif.
WOW vs East, 4 pm (ESPN)

Saturday, Dec. 30
liberty Bowl
At filemphki, Tenn.
East Carolina 10 Stanford 13
Carqueet Bowl
At Miami
Nonh Caroina 20. Arkansas 10
Pesch Bowl
Al Atlanta
Wginia 34. Georcya 27

ka's roster of about 150 have
made news because of legal trouble in the last couple of years.
Two Florida players, defensive
end Johnie Church and safety
Te,ako Brown, allegedly struck
women in separate incidents.
One facet of the Fiesta that
Nebraska likes is the location.
The Cornhuskers' last four bowl
appearances have been in the
Orange in Miami, facing schools
from Florida. They beat Miami
24-17 last year to win the title, a
year after losing it with an 18-16
loss to Florida State.
Florida, though, likes the surface. There's grass at Sun Devil
Stadium, and the Gators played
11 times on grass this season.
Nebraska played all its games on
artificial turf.

753-8355

Saturday, Ja-n 20
Senior Bowl
At Mobile, Ale.
South vs North 1 30 p rn (1ss)
Sunday.
Jan 21
Hula Bowl
At Honolulu
East vs West, 7 p m (ESPN)

Sunday, Dec. 31
Sugar Bowl
At New Orisons
Virginia Tech 28. Texas 10

NFL PLAYOFFS

Monday, Jen. 1
Outback Bowl
Al Temps, Fla.
Penn State 43, Auburn 14
Cater Bowl
At Jacksonville, Fla.
Syraoile 41. Clemson 0
Citrus Bowl
At Orlando, Fie.
Tennessee 20, Oho State 14
Cotton Bowl
At Dallas
Colorado 38. Oregon 6
Roes Bowl
At Pasadena, Calif.
Southern Callorma 41, Northwestern 32
Orange Bowl
At Miami
Florida Slats 31. Notre Dame 26

Wild-Card Round
Saturday, Dec. 30
Buffalo 37, I.kami 22
Philadelphia 503, Detroit 37
Sunday, Dee, 31
Green Bay 37, Atlanta 20
Indianapolis 35, San Diego 20
Divisional Playoffs
Saturday, Jan. II
Buffalo m Pittsburgh. 1130 am
Green Bay at San Francisco, 3 p.m.
Sunday, Jan. 7
Phisdelphia al Data., 11:30 •m
Indianapolis at Kansas City. 3 p m
Conference Chemplonshipe
Sunday, Jen. 14
Painngs 180, 1130 a m. and 3 p.m
Super Bowl
At Sun Devil Stadium
Tempe, Ariz,
Sunday, Jan. 2$ .
AFC champion vs. NFC champion. 5:20 p.m

Tuesday, Jen 2
Flints Bowl
At Tempe JAL
Nebraska (11-0) vs. Florida (12-0), 730 pm

PAY NO
TAXES
Flagship Kentucky
Triple Tax Exempt Funds

TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES
• Lirnited Term (5-KarApproximilte Average Maturity)
• Long Term (20-KarAppravimate Average Maturitv)

Free Mount and
Computer Balance

New and Used
Lowest Prices

•Seek High, Current Tax-Free Income

WAREHOUSE TIRE

•Dividends Free from Federal* and State
Income Taxes

400 Industrial Rd. * 753-1111

TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES

II Investment Free from Kentucky
Intangible Takes

We offer lots of ways to save
on farm insurance.

•High Quality, Diversified Portfolios of
Municipal Bonds
•Commitment to Capital Preservation
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SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346
%MUCKY CANSITIOR MAU ROXXSICES

Please Support
Your United Way.
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• Name
.\ddrey,

Insurance Agency

Linitatd Wtay

211 S. 12th St., Murray

iima

Rf Yes, Please send me more complete information, including a
prospectus on the Flagship Kentucky Triple Tax Exempt
Funds I will read it carefully before I invest or send money.

Holton, Melugin & Haverstock
Reaching Those Who Need Help.
Touching Us All.

*Lel-NM 1117.0101,
Wahl kill WIC,

ine ene

nla
You can insure your farm with quality Grange Insurance
for less when you qualify for our many special discounts.
You'll discover that our flexible programs are
designed to accommodate the
special needs of today's farmer.
INSURANCE Call us soon so we can tell
you more.
Your partner in protection

State

Zip

clephow

753-3415

Mail To:
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1995 Dakota Sport

$9,895

Stk. #96193.1, V-6, Auto.

1995 Chevrolet 1500 4x4

'16,480

Stk. #96239.1, V-8.

1995 Dodge 1500 4x4 Club Cab

19,955

Stk. #96191.1, SLT, V-8, Auto.

1995 Chevrolet 1500 Silverado

$16,995

Stk r196128 1, V-8, Auto. 4,000 Miles.

1995 Jeep Cherokee Sport

'14,995

Stk #96200.2, 6 Cyl. 9K Miles.

1994 Pontiac Bonneville

$12,995

• Stk. #96121.1, 26,000 Miles, Auto.

1994 Buick Roadmaster

$16,995

Hall notified of certification
Dr. Stephen K. Hall of Murray
has been notified by the American
Board of Obstetrics and Gynecology that he has successfully
completed qualifications to become
board certified in the medical specialty of obstetrics and gynecology.
Dr. Hall has shown extensive knowledge and competency through
passing a rigorous set of written and
oral national exams to qualify for
board certification.
Dr. Hall's practice is associated
with Murray Woman's Clinic, 305
South 8th Street, Murray. He joined
the staff at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital in 1993.
As an OB/GYN, Dr. Hall treats
disease and disorders of the female
genital tract, endoctrine and reproductive systems including infertility. He provides prenatal care and
obstetrical care including high risk
pregnancies.
A native of Mount Sterling, Dr.

gree from the University of Kentucky College of Medicine in 1989.
Dr. Hall served a one-year internship and a three-year residency at
the University of Kentucky Chandler Medical Center, while also serving three years as an obstetrical inhouse physician on weekends for St.
Luke's Hospital in Ft. Thomawand
St. Elizabeth Hospital in Edgewood.

DR. STEPHEN K. HALL
Hall earned his bachelor of arts
degree in biology and chemistry
from Transylvania University in
1983. He received his medical de-

Dr. Hall is a member of the
American Medical Association and
Kentucky Medical Association,
Southern Medical Association and
American Association of Gynecologic Laparoscopists. He is now a
fellow of the American College of
Obstetricians and Gynecologists.
He has served as a captain in the
475th MASH Unit of the Kentucky
Arm'y National Guard. Dr. Hall's
office can be reached at(502) 7599300.

Stk. #96237.1, 34,000 Miles, Sunroof.

1994 Dodge Conversion Van

"i15,995

Stk. #96243.1, High Top, Loaded, Auto., Air.

1994 Cutlass Supreme

$12,995

Stk. #96072.1, 27,000 Miles, Auto., Air.

$7,895

1994 GMC Sonoma
Stk #96226.1, Local One Owner.

$7,995

1994 Geo Metro
Stk. 495456.2, Auto.,-Air.

1994 Chevrolet S-10

$8,995

Stk. #96167.2, Local Trade In.

$18,495

1994 Dodge 3500
Stk. #95572.1, Diesel, 1 Ton, Air, Tow Pack.

$13,495

1994 Dodge 1500
Stk. 496079.2, Auto., Air, S.W.B.

1994 Dodge Conversion Van

15,995

Stk. #375.1, Blue, High Top, Loaded.

$10,795

1994 Ford F150
Stk. #96096.1, LWB, 5 Speed.

1993 Pontiac Grand Prix

$8,995

Stk 096086.1, 4 Door, Auto

$9,895

1993 Dodge 150

Sister: Love of football drove imposter
NEW ORLEANS (AP)- Ron
Weaver loved playing college
football, and four years of it
weren't enough.
So he took on a new identity,
enrolled in a California junior
college and played some more.
When his skills attracted the
attention of several major colleges, the cornerback known as
Ron McKelvey picked the University of Texas and played this
season for the nationally ranked
Longhorns.
Until it all came crashing down
and he skipped town on the eve
of the Sugar Bowl, the 30-yearold college kid was having a
blast.
That was the story told Sunday
by a woman claiming to be
Weaver's half sister. Bonita
Money denied reports Weaver
concocted the scam to write a
book, and maintained he did what
he did for the love of the game.
"He's passionate about football," Money said. "He did this
because he loves football and
wanted a second chance to play."
"To go through what he went
through, taking classes for three
years that he'd already taken, he
had to really love football."

Stk. 496209.1, V-8, Auto.

Weaver enrolled at Texas in
August under the name Joel Ron
McKelvey. Texas officials said
he was a highly recruited player
after two standout seasons at Los
Angeles Pierce Community College. Among the schools bidding
for his services were Texas
A&M, Brigham Young and San
Diego State.
On Saturday, after The Californian newspaper in Salinas, Calif.,
reported the alleged bookmotivated scam, Weaver packed
his bags and left New Orleans
without notifying the team.
Money said he didn't flee to
escape the authorities, but
because he needs time to collect
his thoughts.
"It's not like he's a fugitive,"
she said. "He's not on the run
because he thinks police are after
him. He just didn't want to deal
with the coaches."
Money read a statement from
her brother, in which he apologized to Texas players and coaches for any trouble he has caused
them. She expects Weaver to
make his own statement soon.
She would not say where her
brother went after leaving the
hotel.

'7,495

1993 Dodge Spirit
Stk #96059.1. 4 Door, Auto

1993 Dodge 250 4x4 Club

$16,995

Stk. #96191.5, Diesel.

1993 Dodge Caravan

510,995

Stk #96177 1 V-6, Auto

1993 Ford 150 Super Cab

14,995

"He definitely understands the
severity of the situation," she
said.
. Ninth-ranked Texas, which lost
28-10 to No. 13 Virginia Tech in
the Sugar Bowl on Sunday night,
had used Weaver only sparingly
during a regular season in which
the Longhorns went 10-1-1.
The 5-foot-11, 190-pound
junior kinesiology major had only
four tackles all season and was
listed second on the depth chart
at left cornerback.
The player denied being an
impostor when contacted by The
Associated Press late Friday
night. He said he has identification to prove who he is, but
declined to meet with a reporter
and show it.
"I am not writing no book,"
said the man. "I have a hard
enough time in English class."
John Bianco, the school's associate sports information director,
said information gathered by
school officials suggested the
alleged impostor had a criminal
past. He did not give details.
Texas officials turned over
their findings to the FBI in New
Orleans Saturday night, but a
woman answering the telephone
at the bureau said no one would
be available to discuss their
intentions in the case until
Tuesday.
Money, 33, said her brother
had no intentions of writing a
book when he enrolled at Texas.
But, combined with her fledgling
career as a movie producer, she
said it may be a hard opportunity
for them to pass up.
"For somebody to do that
takes a lot of guts," she said.
"It's not your average story."

Stk #96075.1, Mark III Conversion, Flare Side, Loaded.

1993 Plymouth Voyager

$13,895

Diana needs
public role

Stk. #96033.1, V-6.

510,795

1993 Ford F150
- Stk. #96147.1, 4x4, 6 Cyl.

4

1992 Geo Prizm

$6,995

Stk. #96039.2, 4 Door, Auto.

1992 Dodge Conversion Van

$9 895

Bertha Cream (left) and her daughter, Hillary, (right) presented a large
gingerbread house they made to the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Critical Care Unit (CCU) staff. This gift was in thanks for the care Ms.
Cream received while she was a patient In CCU and the Progressive Care
Unit for several weeks during the Christmas holiday In 1995.

Stk 096186.1, V-8, Mark III.

1992 Geo Prizm

$6,995

Stk 095578 2, 4 Door, Auto.

1992 Dodge Dakota

$7,794

Stk #96126 1, V-6, Auto.

1992 Ford-F150

$9,495

Stk #26178 1, LWB, Auto. 6 Cyl

1992 Ford Aerostar

$1 1,895

Stk. #95124.1, One Owner, Ext., Tilt, Cruise.

1992 Chevrolet Conversion Van

$9,895

V-6, Mark II, TiltiCruise.

1991 Dodge Dynasty LE

$5,995
$10,895

Slk. 096152.2, Full Power, Local Trade In.
Va..;

1991 Ford F150 Super Cab

$7,495

"Whatever It takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

Dodge

2400 E. Wood St., Paris
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816

118 North 7th Street
Mayfield, KY 42066
(502) 247-5912
In .KY 1-800-633-7296
Outside KY 1-800-858-0492
Greg Leech - Sales Representative
8 Mb RAM, 1 Gb HDD, 3.5" FDD,4X CD ROM,Sound Card,
Speakers, 14.4 bps fpx/Modem Voice Capable, 14" SVGA Color
Monitor .28 dp, 1 MB PCI Video-Card.
Titles Include: Windows 95, MS Encarta 95, MS Works for
Windows, MS Money for Windows, MS Golf, Dangerous
Creatures, MS Home CD Sampler.

$1995.00

Slk #96158.2. kricl. Fiberglass lopper, XLT Lout.

[pnelrlftrriors

Howard D. Happy Company
from the

•Pentium P 75 MHz Mini Tower

Stk. #378.1, Sold

1991 Buick Park Ave

TriGem Computer
Specials

*Pentium, P 100 MHz Mini Tower
i8 Mb RAM, 1 Gb HDD, 3.5" FDD,4X CD ROM, Sound Card,
Speakers, 28.8 bps Fax/Modem Voice Capable, 14" SVGA Color
Monitor. 28 dp, 1 MB PCI Video Card.
Titles Include: Windows 95, MS Encarta 95, MS Works for
Windows, MS Money for Windows, Ms Golf, Dangerous
Creatures, MS Home CD Sampler.

$229900

1 CorlgeThidts
Prom aid wee

rias ere sob' t•

e without notice

LONDON (AP)- Regardless
of whether Prince Charles and
Princess Diana divorce, the princess retain an important role in
British public life, the prime
minister says.
Diana has previously expressed
the desire to represent Britain as
a sort of roving goodwill
ambassador.
"It needs to be a dignified role
and a worthwhile role and we
will need to examine with the
Princess of Wales precisely what
that should be," Prime Minister
John Major said in an interview
aired today on BBC Radio.
Details would be worked out
between Diana, the royal family
and the government, Major said.
Queen Elizabeth II has urged
Diana and Prince Charles, the
heir to the British throne, to
divorce soon.
The unhappy royal couple have
been separated for three years.
Charles, who had previously
admitted being unfaithful, has
agreed to a divorce. ' Diana has
yet to respond to the queen's letter sent shortly before Christmas.
If the prince and princess
divorce, it remains unclear even
what Diana's title would be but she seems in strong position
to negotiate a good deal for herself because without her consent
Charles cannot get a divorce for
two more years.
"Of course the Princess of
.Wales has a future role in British
public life," Major said. "There
no question about that. Whatever may happen in future
between Prince Charles and the
Princess oE Wales, the Princess of
Wales is the mother of a future
king."
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VCR
Microwave
Repair
All Brands

Ward Elkins
753-1713
ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6981

LOST Black male Sher Pei
(wrinkled dog) Lost Dec
27 in Coach Est & Canterbury area It found please
cal 753-4603 Reward!

AGENCY
753-4199
or nationvide
1-800-455-4199
'our 34th year of serv:ce"

BUSINESS
HOURS
ARE:
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Monday-Friday
8 a.m.-11 a.m.
Saturday

1150

BUSY Doctors office needs
office assistant. Applicants
must be enthusiastic, hard
working and possess excellent typing, telephone &
gramatical skills, as well as
be able to work with the
public. Experience in insurance filing & accounting
helpful. Send resume to:
P.O.Box 671, Benton, Ky.
42025.

050
Lost
And Found
$IC° REWARD! Bird dog,
white with lever spots. Distinctive surgical scar on
right side. Male. Lost behind Green Plains Church
area. 753-0555.

FOR SALE Set of Electric MOBILE Home Village, TAKE a brand new look at
Logs and set of Solid Brass $80/mo, water furnished Hilldale Apts, 64 Hildale
Dog Irons, $40 00 Coleman RE 753-9898
Ln, Hardin, Ky. We now
753-6119
have 2 bedroom apart300
ments available, central air/
FOR Sale 8 drawer dressBusbies,
heat, lots of closet space,
ers, wood chairs, riteRentals
carpeting, appliances furnHOME TYPISTS, PC users stands, student desk, ref,
Storage ished. Handicap accessiNORTHWOOD
needed. $45,000 income ranges, washers & dryers.
potential.
Call Hand stripping, refinishing presendy has units avail- ble. Call 437-4113 today or
753-2905 or come by and talk to Rita
1-800-513-4343 Ext. B- & repair of wood furniture able
about applying. Office
753-7536
8155.
George Hodge, 806 Colhours Monday-Friday,
dwater Rd
OFFICE space for lease 7:30am-3:30pm. Equal
INFORMATION SYS104
N
5th
St
Housing Opportunity.
TEMS POSITION AVAIL- F P Carseat, Kolczaft dou- Walnut Plaza,
TDDS 1-800-545-1833 ext.
ABLE. Local firm seeking ble stroller, Aprica stroller, 753-8302 or 753-9621
an individual to work in tie Cosco quiet time baby RETAIL or Office Space in 287.
VS department. Required swing. Fold away crib, ideal S. Side Shopping Center
qualifications include for Grandparent's house. 753-4509 or 753-6612.
340
AS400 experience, All in excellent condition.
Hcanwis
RPG400 experience, and Cradle & All (The Village), STORAGE available, all
For Rent
computer related degree. 641 N. next to Cain's Jeep. sizes. Neon Beach
1BR, Screened porch,
753-3853
PC knowledge a plus Exlarge living room, wood
cellent benefit package_ SEE us for your barn or roof
stove, 2 minutes from WildPlease send resume to: In- metal. Cut to length.
3211
many
cat Beach, $325/mo.
Cover's
36
inches,
formation Systems ManaApartments
753-2339, 753-8767_
ger P.O.Box 790, Murray, colors. Economy Metal &
For
Rent
Supply Co. 489-2722
Ky 42071.
2BR, 1 Bath, stove & refrg
1,2,3BD apts. Furnished,
JANITOR position avail- WHITE wedding dress and very nice near MSU. No furnished, gas heat, no
pets, $325/mo, Imo depo&
sealed.
worn
once
veil,
able, 10-15hrs per week,
75 3- 1 2 5 2 sit, 6mos lease. Call
pets
local business. Send appli- Call 753-4603.
days,753-0606 after 5pm. 753-2905, 753-7536
cation to: P.O Box 1040 R,
1BR furnished apt, 2BR House on N 18th St,
155
Murray, Ky 42071.
posit, no central h/a, appliances
$200/mo, p1
MATURE, loving woman
pets 121 N.
xi to fair- furnished. Available Jan 1,
Appliances
needed to babysit one child
grounds. 753-3139.
$430/mo. 753-1266.
in my home, Monday- GENERAL Electric washer
Friday, 8-5 or 3 days a & dryer, $200/set. Fngi300 S. 12TH St, $400/mo,
week. Excellent pay (ne- daire, Almond deluxe
and 208 S. 12th St,
gotiable with light house- stove, $125. All works
$600/mo. 753-3415.
keeping duties). Non- great 753-4260.
1 OR 2br apts. near down- 33R, 2 bath, brick home,
smoker preferred. Exceltown Murray. 753-4109.
Sedalia area, rent $450,
lent references a must
160
2BR near campus. Avail- sec. dep $400. Call
Send information to
Home
able Jan 154h. No pets. 502-223-0855 after 5:30pm
P.O.Box 1040 K, Murray,
Furnishings
or day 502-564-4677, ext
753-5980.
Ky 42071.
ESTATE Sale: Living room,
247 ask for Jill King.
RECEPTIONIST/ Secret- dining room, bedroom fur- APT $290/mo, 2br, no
4BR,
2 bath, available now,
pets,
1104
Pogue
ary needed for local busi- niture, bedding, dishes,
central h/a, $600/mo. Colness. Hours we 7:30-4:30 small tables, blankets. 753-3415, 753-0409
Monday thru Friday, Oaks Estate area. KENTUCKY Lake, Lake- lege students ok. Lease &
deposit required. Coleman
8:00-12:00 every other Sa- 753-61349 after 4.
land.Westly Village, lbr Real Estate, 753-9898.
turday. Please send reapartment, utilities in
sume to: P.O.E3ox 1040T,
cluded, rent based on in- HAZEL,3br, 14 bath, canMurray, Ky. Job available
come. 65 & older, or handiimmediately.
cap & disabled, Equal
WEEKEND waitress 686 INTERNATIONAL Housing Opportunity.
492-8526 alter 5pm
needed for Ann's Country tractor, asking $7250, good 502-354-8888.
Kitchen. Apply in person. condition. 753-4545.
MUR-CAL Apartments now INSTEAD of a hotel room
accepting applications for how about a fully furnished
WILDLIFE/
200
1, 2 and 3br apartments. lakefront home? $40 per
CONSERVATION JOBS.
Sports
Phone 759-4984. Equal night, monthly discounts
Game wardens, security,
available. Paradise Resort,
Equipment
Housing Opportunity.
maintenance, etc. No exp.
necessary. Now Hiring. For GUNS for Sale: New & MURRAY Manor Apart- 436-2767.
info call 219-794-0010 ext Used, rifles, shotguns, pis- ments now accepting appli7150. 8am to lOpm, 7days. tols, muzzleloaders, ammo cations for 1-2br apart- LARGE 4br house w/ample
and accessories. Large ments. Apply in person parking, 14 baths, avail070
selection of guns in stock. 1:30pm-4pm, Mon -Fri, able 1-1-96, $500/mo
Domestic
762-4,383, 8am-4pm
B.H.B. Firearms, 1409 Duigiud Dr.
Ii ChlIcscui
436-2980, if no answer
NICE 2br Apt, good loca360
CALL Linda 759-9553. Will please leave message.
tion, deposit & lease. No
For Rent
clean home or office.
pets. Call 759-9439.
Or Lease
210
LICENSED in home dayNICE 2br, 1 bath, Duplex, CREEKVIEW Self-stortae
care provider has hill-time
Firewood
central gas h/a, $450/mo, warehouses on Center
& part-time openings, melease. No Drive behind Shoney's.
A-FIREWOOD for sale. 1mo deposit, lyr
als furnished. 489-2050
753-2905, $20-$40/mo. 759-4081.
Call
pets.
437-4667.
753-7536.
120
FIREWOOD arid tree ser370
NOW taking applications
vice. 436-2562.
Livestock
for Section 8 low rent housComputers
& Supplies
ing. Apply in person at
FIREWOOD. 753-9375.
386DX, 33mhz, 2mb ram,
Southside Manor, 906
THOROUGHBRED race
120mbhd, including printer,
Broad St Extended, be270
horses. Moving must sell.
Panasonic KXP 1123,
No
8am-12noon.
tween
Mobile
Refiring from sport. Top
$400 759-2067
phone calls please. Equal breeding. 901-6442451.
' Homes For Sale
ANNOUNCING! POWER- 14x45 NEAR MSU. Refrig, Housing Opportunity.
FUL NEW COMPUTERS stove, microwave, couch,
NOW BUILT IN MURRAY chairs, dryer, lamp, end
FOR YOU. HAWKINS RE- table,
a/c.
Call
5600
SEARCH 1304-E CHEST- 502-898-2670 leave
20 lb. Cyclinder
NUT STREET, 753-7001
message.
$(900
30 lb. Cylinder
FREE 90 DAY 100% MO- 1994 MANSION Series
53000
NEY BACK GUARANTEE mobile home, 16x80, 2br, 2
100 lb. Cylinder
ON YOUR NEW LOC- bath, vinyl siding, shingle
ALLY BUILT CUSTOM roof, central gas & air, with
B & B Brokers, Inc.
COMPUTER. FOR FREE out-building. $27,500.
Suburban Propane
DETAILS CALL HAWK- 753-1052
INS RESEARCH AT
701 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY
753-7001
753-4389
2BR Mobile home on good
(after hours 753-1376)
lot, only $12,000. Call Willari
son Realty, 753-5086.
Delivery tre Pickup Available For Small Fee.
Want
To Buy
WE move Mobile Homes
ANTIQUES by the piece or for the public. Today's
collections. 753-9433 day Home, Benton, Ky.
502-527-5645,
or night.

RENTED

• No../ ••

COMPANY seeking dependable service technician tor office equipment.
Electronic & mechanical
ability required. Send resume to: P.O.Box 938,
Benton, Ky 42025.
COUNTER Person, day
Shift, Apply in person, TJ's,
806 Chestnut St. No phone
please.
EARN up to $1000's
weekly processing mail.
Start now, no experience,
free supplies, information,
no obligation. Send self
addressed stamped envelope to Bucks, Dept 14,
3208-C East Colonial Dr.
No. 308, Orlando, Florida,
32803.

NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY!
Irnmeiai °env lor tcti
e4enencad aid rexpenexed
tact( tale drivers and went
driving Wind gaduates
130,04150W Fire teal
Came AssearceVs pang
ycix COI I riexpinemed
APPLY NOW
CALL: 14300-4674806

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071
Mon.-FrI. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Anytime By Appointment

502-759-1333
Service and Quality At Everyday Low Prices
Complete Indoor display for your privacy and year round convenience.

HALEY'S
TI
Uglp Duck
LTA Rental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
1 1 2 SO 12th Murray, KY 42071

.00•41

RENTED

Best Home Center

ANTIQUES Entire estates
or 1 piece Call Larry Elkins
492-8646 days, 753-1418
evenings

Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Al•

.

L.P. GAS SPECIAL

Phone: 753-6910

•

"raw

Mobil*
Home Lots For Rant

GRAND OPENING International Marketing Company expanding in West Ky
area seeking high energy
people Call Melissa
502-527-7722

LOST Dalmatian male dog
in Hazel area Child's pet, if
found please call
492-8238 Reward!

ATTENTION DRIVERS

380

320

Help
Warded

Wanted

HOUSE of Clothes, now
open Mon-Sat,9 to 5, Sun 1
Wanted
to 5 Nice consignment clothing $1 00 Buys mens, ACCEPTING applications
women, children jeans, at Dutch Essenhaus
sweaters, sweat shirts, 753-2334
dresses 13 Miles from ACT NOW! Environmental
Murray on Hwy 464. Call Marketing Company is ex489-2243 or 753-6981
periencing rapid growth.
HUDSON'S W•stern Looking for highly motiStore now having after vated individuals to help
Christmas sale! Located 10 with expansion. Call
miles east on 94. 753-4545. 502-527-5308, ask for
Lora.
1996 MEDICARE
INFORNIATION
Medicare supplement
insurance is now
standarized in 10
plans and we write
all 10.
The pan A deductible
you, or your
insurance,
must pay has been
increased to 5736 in
1996.
For more information
call:
MeCONNELL
INSURANCE

nan

1160
Lost
And Found

260

Your Volume Dealer
8 Locations

Mobile
Homes For Rad

2BR, 2 bath, central gas
CASH paid for good, used heat. Available now,
rifles, shotguns, and pis- $290/mo. Coleman Real
tols. Benson Sporting Estate, 753-9898.
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 31x,
Murray.
electric or gas. Walking disWANTED Beatles Albums tance to college. 753-5209.
on The Phillips, Veepy or
MGM label 1963-1964
Call 753-6980 after 4pm

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NURSING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new nursing home policies have an alternate plan of
care that may pay for care in your
own home if you would otherwise
have to go to the nursing home.
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we may
be able to provide the money
under the alternate plan of care!

28x52 Double Wide
3 Bedroom, 2 Bath $272.48 per month
Price includes delivery, set-up & central air.
Hwy. 641 South
Paris, TN

901-644-7155

150
Articles
$ale

PRODUCTION OPERATOR POSITIONS AVAILABLE

COMMERCIAL tanning
beds, 759-4713.
ELECTRIC treadmill with
calorie & pulse monitor,
$150. Exercise bike with
timer & distance bar, $75.
753-6091 after 6pm.

.'"TALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY

Mattel and Fisher-Price have merged and as a result our manufacturing capacity
in Murray is expanding We now have production operator positions available in
our world-class molding operation These 12 hour positions provide lots of oH-time
and more earnings than traditional 8 hour work schedules Hours are either noon
to midnight or midnight to noon with 3 days off every other weekend The starting
pay rate is S5.94 and tops oft At $8 58 Full benefits are available after a short
waiting penod
If you've got what it takes to work with the woricfs best toymakers, contact

Murray Employment Agency
201 South 12th Street
Murray, KY
759-2150

HARLEQUIN Romance
books for sale, CHEAP'
Call 759-9215

753-4199 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, Ky.

MOVING sale Sleeper
sofa, electric recliner, daybed 489 2308

An Equal Opportunity Employer

DOG obedience classes o
private Serving Murray 14
years 436-2858

1994 CUSTOMIZED
Chevy pickup, &topside
Burgandy & red, 15xxx
miles, $16,800 1992
Dodge Dually ext cab,
Cummins turbo diesel, 5sp,
loaded, red & white, 62xxx
miles, $16,500 firm
435-4003

ACREAGE for sale 5A to
275A, owner financing,
759-4713
HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers wailing to purchase
homes-all price ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

4

•
•

ALL around hauling, junk
dean up, mulching raking
tree work Reasonable
rates Joe 436-2867

1994 JEEP Cherokee
Country, 33xxx miles
hunter green, tan interior,
$14,500 753-1052

ALL carpentry 15yrs exp
foundations, slabs sidew
alks driveways buildings
remodeling repairs AGC
certified 489-2214

1994 WHITE Dodge Ram
SLT, new style, Iwb,
360-V8 759-4512 days,
759-1028 nights

ANTIQUE refinishing furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056

'74 DATSUN 2 wheel drive
Yellow, 4sp, good work
truck Just needs tuneup &
brakes, $500 Call after
6pm 474-8340

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 mar
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455

Lake
Property
15 ACRES near Ky Lake,
woods, road frontage, reduced to $16,950. Easy
terms, 759-1922

ARE you looking for to
bacco ground in Tennes
see? We have land in
Henry Co & Weakley Co
Call Moody Realty Company Inc, 414 Tyson Ave,
Paris, Tn 1-800-642-5093
ask for Marty

3BR, 1'4 baths, brick, new
central gas heat, hardwood
floors. Coleman RE,
753-9898.
FOR SALE: 2128 Southwest Dr., in Southwest
Villa, $119,500 3 BR, 2
baths, 9' ceilings, whirlpool
tub, central gas heat, overhead fans, and many more
extras. Call 753-0090.

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30+ years experience
BOBBY
HOPPER 436-5848

Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
stump removal, tree spray
ing, hedge trimming land
scaping, mulch hauling &
mulch spreading, gutter
cleaning Licensed & insured, Full line of equtprnent, Free estimates Tim
Lamb
436-5744,
1-800-548-5262.

A TO Z Home Repairs
Drywall finishing ceilings
sprayed, small repair lobs
welcome Get it done right
right now! Over 30yrs expUc & Insured 474-8377

A 1 Tree professionals
Stump removal, tree spraying, serving Murray, Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 436-2247
or 492-8737

Homes
For Sale

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement 759-1515

Custom
CABINETS
6 WOODWORKING
Will Build To Your Specilicattorts!
•Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
•Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
•Solid Surface Counter Tops
502-759-9672
630 N 4th St. (neat to Lassiter Plaster) • Murray

A DIVISION OF SOLMIERN WALL SYSTEMS. INC

NEW 3br., upper 70's, all
city utilities, outside city limits. 753-3672.
NEW all brick, 3br, 2 bath,
whirlpool, gas fireplace, 2
car garage, large deck, corner of Lee & Carol St
753-8856 or pager
742-4985
RECENTLY remodeled
older home in excellent
neighborhood 3 Bedrooms, 2 baths, approx
1900 sq ft, 2 fireplaces,
hardwood floors, big
kitchen, Ir, den Major appliances stay, $91,500
753-9004
490

Used
Cars
1984 NISSAN 300ZX, new
paint, good mechanically,
$4500 obo 753-4033 before 3pm, 492-6110 after
3pm
1985 DODGE Daytona
Turbo, great cond, new
clutch- compressor,
$3,000 Call 753-2215 after
6 or leave message
1988 HONDA Prelude SI,
black, loaded, $3750
436-2778
1989 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass Supreme, loaded,
sharp Call 753-2206
1992 MIATA, excellent
condition, low mileage.
502-247-5243 days,
502-328-8728 nights.
1994 BLACK T- Bird, 20xxx
ml, excellent condition, 1
owner, all power, $13,500
753-8809 or after 5pm,
753-9038
1994 DODGE Intrepid
dark blue, 34xxx miles.
753-3190.

Tree Trimming

Quality Service
Free Estimates
24 Hour Service

Broibe

Tree Removal

sr

Stump Removal
Cleanup Servica

Landscaping
Hadga Thinning
Trim Spraying

Light Hauling, Etc.

Tree Service

Full Lim ol
Equipownt

Owned & Operated By 77M LAMB
Licensed & insured

502-436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262

Parrish
„Roofing
Residential Homes
Mobile Homes
Free Estimates - Licensed & Bonded
Route 2 Bo: 13, Murray, KY 42071

Business
(502)753-2148 Ext. 020

Hom
759-189
\
6\
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Car Audio
Sunset Boulevard Music
753-0113

Dixieland Center

'68 CORVETTE convertible, needs restoring, first
$1800 get its Also built
350-4 bolt, over $1200 in
engine, sel for $450 Cal
436-2582

'82 FORD Mustang 5.0'
Special order, 5sp, factory
ttops, silver w/red interior,
hatchback New rebuilt
stock engine, new rebuilt
trans, dual exhaust, ground
effects, runs excellent,
$6,000 firm. Serious inquiries only. Cal after 6pm
474-8340

49%

•

1991 CHEVROLET Astro
sic, arn/tm
CL, pis.
cassette abs, 67xxx miles
753-2935

.1

A and A Lambs gutter
cleaning leaf raking
mulching hauling tree
trimming mowing Free as
timates 436-5791
4-36-2528

/135

Vans

WF/D/V

•

•

iii-seihoebee

441,,

Used
Trucks

'77 CORDOBA, good condition, $600 Call Dan
474-8325.

WOULD like to buy used
dirt bike, 125cc to 250cc
Call 753-7050

For

500
Pitts
& Supplies

Price reducedv$54,900 is your ticket to an
unbelievable 1555 sq. ft. BRICK home.
Three bedrooms, 2 full baths, 28' great
room, eat-in kitchen,large master suite,
vaulted ceiling, fireplace, central heat &
air and many more amenities. Custom
built on crawl space. Garage, basement
and other options available.
Now Offering A
100%
Mosey-lack
Guarantee.
Ask For Details

BUILDING
CORPORATION

CYLOR

of America
92.000 5441Y4 Value
With Purchase
el Garage

Model Available: 502-554-3267
Or 24 Hr/Day Call 800-589-3802
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BACKHOE Service - ROY THE Gutter Co, Seamless
HILL. Septic system, drive- aluminum gutters, variety
ways, hauling, foundations, of colors. Licensed, inetc 750-4664.
sured Estimate available
BACKHOE SERVICE: 75.9-4690.
Complete foundations, ma- Vinyl siding & replacement
sonry & concrete. windows Free estimates,
R.H.Nesbitt Co 492-8516, bank financing. Cole Conpager 742-8516_
struction 502-442-3352.
BOB'S Plumbing Repair'
WALTER'S Contracting,
Carpentry Savice. Decks, Gesald Walters, owner.
porchcm patios, and re- Vinyl siding, painting,
modeling. All work guaran- decks, additions, roofing,
teed. 436-5832 or 20yrs experience, free esti753-1134
mates 753-2592
CARPENTER, Electric, WE do additions, roofing,
Roofing. 436-5007.
siding, remodeling For free
CARPORTS for cars and estimates talk to David at
trucks Special sizes for 436-5043
motor home, boats, RVs SVREWAY Tree & Stump
and etc Excellent protec- Removal. Insured with full
bon, high quality, excellent line of equipment. Free esvalue Roy Hill 759-4664 timates. Day or night,
COUNTERTOPS, custom 753-5484
Homes, trailers, offices
Wulfrs Recovery, Murray.
436-5560
/
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backnoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar

Conservatives look for image overhaul in Miami
ZEBS VCR Repair- free
estimates, cleaning $15,
average repair, $30.
753-3557.
sfi0
Free
Column
FREE male dog to family
with fenced in yard or farm.
Real sweet, mid-sized,
black & white mutt. Has had
all shots. 759-4712

Miss
Your
Paper?
Call
753-1916

Business on
a Budget?

Xv

DAVID'S cleaning services We clean vinyl, brick,
drive ways, sidewalks, mobile homes, R V. 759-4734.

Run this 2x2 consistency ad in
Classifieds every day, including
the Shopper, for $175 a month
(paid in advance).

DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings. 753-4761.

CaN 753-1916 for details.

Rate Effective AprIl 1, 1995

•• • •

FOUR Star Mobile Home,
pans & service. Everlock
vinyl underpining, lifetime
warranty, tan, beige, white,
grey. 492-8488.

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:
Custom Woodworking

HANDYWORK/odd lobs
wanted No lob too small
Just give us a call
759-1184

Kitchen &
409 SUNBURY

KITCHEN CABINET REFACING. Make your old
new again with Formica. All
colors, free estimates.
Wulff's Recovery, Murray,
KY 436-5560.

Bath Cabinets

MuRRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
753.5440

MERE
CONSTRUCTION

LAMB Brother Home Improvements, remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding,
free estimates. 436-2269.

Roofing • Vinyl Siding • Concrete
New Construction • Home Repairs

LAMB Brothers Tree Service, stump removal, spraying. Licensed & insured,
estimates.
Free
5 0 2 - 4 36 - 5 7 4 4 ,
1-800-548-5262
LAMB'S Tree trimming,
stump removal & light hauling. 436-2269_

FREE ESTIMATES

502-759-9381
1

'l -

W•0•04•111•0•114•S

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203

Specializing In Custom Kitchen Cabinets ti Vanities

PLUMBING Repair. All
types plumbing repair, including unthawing water
lines. Reasonable -rates,
502-437-4545,

Let us give your existing cabinets a facelift.
Get that new cabinet look without having
to pay that new cabinet price.
TAR Us Ycs• IlessAressent•-Wel Budd Da SLAV Your Prisede

PLUMBING repairs, fast
service 436-5255
SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial, Servall Gutter Co.
753-6433,

CHICAGO (AP) — This was
not just any old hatbox: it was
sealed, padded, braced and
crated, then delivered with an
armed escort.
It contained Abraham Lincoln's stovepipe hat, brought to
town for what the Chicago Historical Society calls the most
comprehensive exhibit ever held
of Lincoln artifacts.
"The Last Best Hope of Earth:
Abraham Lincoln and the Promise of America" opens on Lincoln's birthday, Feb. 12, at the
Chicago Historical Society. It
runs through Feb. 13, 1997.
"For Lincoln, freedom was the
defining concept of American
life," said the society's president
and director, Douglas Greenberg.
"Without it, nothing else mattered. With it, America was the
'last -best hope of earth."
The more than 200 items going
on display also include a Gettysburg Address manuscript, gloves
Lincoln wore the night he was
shot, bronze casts of his huge
hands and a pair of life masks
that were cast from his face.

• Drop by and see our showroom

J AND R Roofing. Compare
our prices and get your roof
done now. Call Ron
759-9629 or Joe 753-0729.

Cabinets Need A New Look?

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5
Unfinished Oak Furniture

• STRADER Roofing Service- 40. Years experience
Local roofer, 474-8715
Hardin
WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, camcorders, microwaves, Mon-Fri,9-12, 1-5,
Free estimates. 753-0530.

The exhibit has already been
seen by 665,000 people in California. It is made up of pieces
from the Huntington Library in
San Marino, Calif., the private
collection of Louise and Barry
Taper of Beverly Hills, who own
the hat, and the Illinois State Historical Museum.
The first shipment of materials
arrived from the Huntington
Library on Thursday. One cast of
Lincoln's head was enclosed in
padding with an attached note:
"Watch out for the nose."
Lincoln's stovepipe hat was
mounted on a bulky slab of wood
encased in a thick glass case.
Several inches of foam padding
surrounded, the case — itself
placed inside a padded, custommade box of inch-thick plywood.
Each side was reinforced by twoby-fours and screwed shut. The
whole thing was then placed,
along with other artifacts, in a
thick wooden crate.
Then it was delivered in a
climate-controlled van, escorted
by a phalanx of armed guards.

HOROSCOPES

753-0961

WEDNESDAY,JANUARY 3, 1996

STONE MASON All types
of-stonework, patios, walls,
veneers for buildings, ed.
Also brick paving, many
types of stone available.
Call for a quote, ask for
Tom or Rodney 759-4512.

The weekend incluged the
Charlemagne tennis tournament,
a Canterbury Tales banquet. a
William the Conqueror golf tournament and a masquerade party.
"It's good that we are able to
laugh at ourselves," said Sen.
Kay Bailey Hutchison of Texas.
"A lot of times it's portrayed
that Republicans don't have a
sense of humor."
Ralph Reed of the Christian
Coalition advised them to spend
less time talking about dismantling the federal government and
more time reminding people that
the revolution would return power to the states and to them
personally.
"If you clon'i use the right
words, you can't get the message
across," added Michael Huffington, a millionaire businessman,
unsuccessful Senate candidate
and husband of Arianna Huffington. "Clinton stands for welfare
reform and so do we. He says we
have to solve the Medicare problem — and so do we. But he's
using more effective words than
the Republicans.
"Clinton is a better communicator — now if Ronald Reagan
were our leader, we'd win the
battle," Huffington said
wistfully.

Lincoln treasures
arrive for exhibit

9

GILBERTS Repair Service.
Glass, mirror, screens.
436-5733.

MIAMI (AP) — At the end of
their "Dark Ages Weekend,"
leading conservatives concluded
there's nothing wrong with their
revolution — it's their message
that could use a little fine-tuning.
Many worried aloud that President Clinton has outmaneuvered
them politically in the budget
debate by portraying Republicans
as uncaring and their revolution
as cruel.
"We need to do better at capturing the moral high ground."
said Arianna Huffington, an organizer of the weekend and a rising
star in conservative circles. "Cutting the government is only half
of the equation. The other half is
removing barriers to helping people, encouraging community
solutions."
The "Dark Ages Weekend," a
brainchild of a couple of conservative, thirty -something
Washington lawyers, was a spoof
of the New Year's Renaissance
Weekend at Hilton Head Island,
S.C., that is popular with President Clinton and many of his
high-striving friends.
The Miami event attracted
more than 300 prominent conservatives from politics, business
and political think tanks to the
Dora! Golf Resort and Spa.

We have been your custom builder in the
past. We are now expanding our business
to better meet your needs. In addition to
custom building, we can now take care of
your remodeling needs, additions, wind or
water damage or replace your roofing.

Bruce - Green
Buiffing Contractors, Inc.
FREE Estimates: 7534343

CLASSIFIEDS =

SOMETHING
FOR EVERYONE!
A new car for Dad) An after-school Job for Sis? There's
something for everyone in the Classified section —
where advertisers can make the right contacts easily
and economically! Whether you're buying. . selling . .
looking for employment . . it all adds up to

Murray Ledger 8r, Times

or. er eprep
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(For your personalivd daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE romantic overtures.
NEXT YEAR: An old professional
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Go
ot personal matter may come back out of your way to avoid antagonisto haunt you. Addressing the issue tic people and scenes of discord.
head on will minimize any embar- Home repairs made now will save
rassment. Your business insights you cash later on. Try to live up to
will be especially keen next June. A the demands others make on you.
summer wedding enjoys special
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Have
blessings. Count on a financial situ- lunch with sotheone who really
ation to show decided improvement. cares and any problems will, suddenSpending too many hours ,at work
seem manageable. A sensitive
could jeopardize domestic harmony. family situation may improve with
Do not short-change family life. Let the passage of time. Take a child on
offspring know their needs come a fun adventure. Be flexible.
first.
SCORPIO"(Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
CELEBRITIES BORN ON All you want today is a fair chance.
THIS DAY: hockey great Bobby An old friend helps you get it! Lay
Hull, ballerina Anna Pavlova, your cards on the table, leaving
actress Victoria Principal, writer nothing out. Short letters and
J.R.R. Tolkien.
memos prove more effective than
ARIES (March 21-April 19): It longer ones.
is possible to--get more mileage out
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
of creative ideas. Emphasize effi- 21): A willingness to compromise
ciency and recycle projects. New will improve your relations with cojob benefits are possible. Someone workers. Conduct your own inat your work place wants to be more depth research. Romance buries a
than a friend. Be discreet.
disappointment under an avalanche
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): of fun.
•
You may need to clarify your ideas
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
or instructions. New understanding 19): Your,talent for making people
stems from a candid conversation. feel important will open new doors.
Avoid promising more than you can Your social horizons widen. More
deliver. Scholarships ankgrants are fulfilling relationships are part of the
available for the deserving.
picture. Stick close to home tonight.
GEMINI May 2I -June 20): Self-improvemedt activities enjoy
Learn from your mistakes, but do favorable influences..
not get hung-up on them. A newAQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
comer with terrific ideas enters your Hang on to valuable professional
life. Compliment this person and and personal ties. Remember, loyalsuggest becoming allies.
ty cannot be bought. Try to balance
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): Be your desires with your mate or partconsistent in word and deed. Those ner's. Playing a subservient role is
who take risks with their financial not your style. Emphasize intelligent
security., will regret it. Your interest compromises.
in office politics may boomerang if
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20): If a
you repeat rumors.
• family feud erupts, swallow your
LEO (July 23-Aug. 221: Certain pride and mend the rift.. You could
ideas and trends are simply too play a major role in settling a.major
avant-garde for higher-ups. Do not dispute. Romance deserves a second
turn 4.0,,vn something that you really chance. Take loved one out-to dinwant. A ne•tcomer could make ner.
TODAY'S CHILDREN are affectionate, fun-loving and opinionated.
With gentle guidance they will mature into beautifully caring adults. Born
scholars, these Capricorns have an aptitude for languages. Reserved by
nature, they will open up to only a few close pals. Rely on them to show
-infinite tact when seeking others' cooperation. Their home is their castle,. a
place they will decorate with wit and style. Encourage them to see the world
. before settling down. Travel will prove inspiring.

•

—
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Most of the panels, focusing on
such issues as welfare, the environment and the entertainment
industry, concentrated on better
salesmanship for the GOP
revolution.
"Conservatives are driving the
political discourse in this country," said Laura Ingraham, who
joined fellow Washington lawyer
Jay Lefkowitz in putting the
weekend together. "This is a
chance for conservatives to sit
back, let their hair down and
hammer out differences of opinion — and there are a lot of
them."
She noted conservatives "have
lost their edge in the debase over
welfare" and the president has

"captured words like
compassion:"
"The most mean-spirited thing
you can do is give people no
sense of self worth and give them
incentive to do nothing," she
said. "We are compassionate
because we want to break that
cycle."
Among others attending the
conference were: GOP Sen. Fred
Thompson of Tennessee; unsuccessful Supreme Court nominee
Robert Bork; former Reagan aide
John Sununu; and conservative
strategist Richard Viguerie.
House Speaker Newt Gingrich
planned to attend, but had to
cancel because of the budget
talks, said Gingrich spokesman
Allan Lipsett.

Fatalities
up in 1995
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — At
least 58 more people died on
Kentucky roads in 1995 than the
previous yeai, according to preliminary figures released Monday.
State police said at least two
people died on New Year's Eve
day, bringing the 1995 count to
849. A total of 791 people died
on Kentucky roads in 1994.
State police said the 1995
count could so up as a result of
yet-to-be reported fatals from
local police.
There was no information
Monday on how many of the fatals involved.alcohol or victims
not wearing seat belts.
Meanwhile, at least one traffic
fatal already has been reported in
1996.
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2801 Lone Oak Rd. • Paducah KY 502-554-0943
Open 8 am - 10 pm. Fri. ti Sat. 11 p.m.

Used Utility

Year-End Closeout On
Used 4x4's and 4x2's!
1994 Ford Explorer Limited 4x4,cranberry with
gray leather interior, extra sharp,local one owner,
low miles, loaded.
1994 Ford Explorer Limited 4x2, white with
leather interior, extra nice, local trade-in, one
owner, loaded.
1994 Ford Explorer Limited 4x2,dark green with
leather interior, local one owner, sharp, loaded.
1994 Ford Explorer Limited 4x4,cranberry with
gray leather interior, extra nice, one owner, local
trade-in, low miles, loaded.
1994 Jeep Grand Cherokee 4x2,dark green with
cloth interior, extra nice, local, one owner trade-in,
low mileage.
1993Ford Explorer Eddie Bauer 4x4,white with
tan leather interior, sharp, low mileage.
1993 Chevrolet S-10 Blazer Tahoe LT 4x4, gray
with gray leather,loaded,one owner,local trade-in,
nice.
1993 Ford Explorer Eddie Bauer 4x4,black with
tan leather interior, loaded, local trade-in.
1992Ford Explorer Eddie Bauer 4x4,white with
tan leather, extra nice, loaded, low mileage one
owner, local trade in.
1992 Ford Explorer XLT 4x4, mocha with tan
cloth, one owner, local trade-in.
1992 Ford Explorer XLT 4x4,two-tone white and
mocha with tan leather interior, extra nice, local
trade-in, good miles.
1992 Ford Explorer Sport 2 Door 4x4, red with
cloth interior, one owner, local trade-in, nice.
1991 Ford Explorer XLT 4x4, white with red
leather interior, one owner,' local trade-in,
1991 Ford Explorer Eddie Bauer 4x4, blue with
tan leather, local trade-in.
1980 Jeep J10, local trade-in.
FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

Parker Ford
Li LincolnMercury
701 Main Street

fis

Mprray, Ky.

(502) 753-5273
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Tea years ago
Jeremy Steven Phillips is the
first baby born in Calloway
County in 1986. He arrived at
4:15 a.m. on Jan. 1 at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. He is
the son of Steve and Kim
Phillips.
A total of 464 students have
filed applications for degrees at
midyear at Murray State
University.
Births reported include a girl to
Ronnie and Chris Harrison, Dec.
9; a girl to Stacy and Joann
Clark, a boy to Terry and Georgia
Turner, and a boy to William and
Donna Hurt, Dec. 26; a girl to
Daniel and Norma Crick and a
boy to Darrell and Gail Taylor,
Dec. 27.
Twenty years ago
Jerry F. Thompson, 33, Rt. 4,
Murray, died from injuries sustained in a two-car accident on
Jan. 1.
The Special Winter Olympics
for Developmentally Disabled
will be at Murray State University Fieldhouse onn.24, marking
the first time for the Winter Special Olympics to be held in this
area.
Murray City Council adopted a
budget of $1,155,900 for the city
government for 1976. It is
$113,900 greater than the 1975
budget.
Clifton Cochran, W.R. Perry,
Ronald W. Churchill and Marshall P. Jones are members of the
Advisory Board of Murray
Branch of Federal Savings &
Loan.
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TODAY IN RISTORY

LOOKING BACK

11#

Thirty years
Calloway County Judge Robert
0. Miller swore in the incoming
officials of Calloway County on
Dec. 30. They were Hall McCuiston, judge; Cohen Stubblefield,
sheriff; Charles Hale, tax assessor, Douglas Shoemaker, clerk;
Huel C. (Whimpy) Jones, jailer;
Max H. Churchill, coroner.
Robert 0. Miller was later sworn
in as county attorney by Circuit
Judge Earl Osborne.
Van D. Valentine, assistant
postmaster, and Maynard Ragsdale, rural carrier, retired from
Murray Post Office Dec. 30,
1965. Valentine started work Oct.
17, 1927, and Ragsdale in September 1935.
Mr. and Mrs. Mabra Travis
were married for 50 years Dec.
26.
Forty years ago
Murray Rotary Club heard a
debate on "Resolved That Farm
Prices Should Return to at Least
90 percent of Parity" by two club
members at its weekly meeting at
Murray Woman's Club House.
T.H. Clack has been named to
head the 1956 March of Dimes
Campaign, according to Ray
Brownfield, chairman of the local
chapter.
Kirksey Homemakers Club met
at the home of Mrs. Evelyn Palmer. Mrs. Jim Washer led in
singing carols with Annette Palmer as accompanist.
Mr. and Mrs. John Moore and
children of Starkville, Miss., have
been the guests
Mrs.
. of her mother,
.
.

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Jan. 2, the
second day of 1996. There are
364 days kit in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 2, 1900, Seeretary of
State John Hay announced the
"Open Door Policy" to facilitate
trade with China.
On this date:
In 1492, the leader of the last
Arab stronghold in Spain surrendered to Spanish forces loyal to
King Ferdinand II and Queen
Isabella I.
In 1788, Georgia became the
fourth state to ratify the U.S.
ConstitUtion.
In 1893, the U.S. Postal Service issued its first adhesive commemorative stamps to honor the
World's Columbian Expedition
and the quadricentennial of
Christopher Columbus' voyage.
In 1921, religious services
were broadcast on radio for the
first time as KDKA in Pittsburgh
aired the regular Sunday service
of the city's Calvary Episcopal
Church.
In 1929, the United States and
Canada reached agreement on
joint action to preserve Niagara
Falls.
In 1935, Bruno Hauptmann
went on trial in Remington, NJ.,
on charges of kidnapping and
murdering the infant son of Charles and Anne Lindbergh. (Hauptmann was found guilty, and
executed.)
In 1942, the Philippine capital
of Manila was captured by Japan-

ese forces during World War 11.
DEAR ABBY: I am tembly amIn 1960, Sen. John F. Kennedy fused and at my wit's end. I left my
of Massachusetts announced his husband five years ago for a
candidacy for the Democratic younger man who showed me wonderful attention and admiration.
presidential nomination.
the last few years. this relaIn 1965, the New York Jets Over
tionship has turned ugly. There has
signed University of Alabama
been some physical abuse and a lot
quarterback Joe Namath for a of verbal abuse. Of course, he
doesn't think words can be abusive.,
reported $400,000.
In 1974, President Nixon Last night was the last straw. He
signed legislation requiring states said some things to-me that were
and now I know that we
to limit highway speeds to 55 very cruel,
should no longer be together.
mph.
So why am I having such a diffiIn 1983, the: musical play cult time breaking it off with him? I
"Annie," based on the "Little am a successful, intelligent profesOrphan Annie" comic - strip, sional woman. Why do I give in to
closed on Broadway after 2,377 him over and over again and take
him back after he humiliates me?
performances.
Ten years ago: Former baseball He tells me I deserve it. It makes
so angry at him. and myself
owner Bill Veeck, remembered meWhat
makes someone with intelfor his well-publicized stunts and ligence and common sense stay in
promotional gimmicks, including such an awful relationship?
an exploding scoreboard and a
Abby, please help me to undermidget pinch hitter, died in Chi- stand, so I can break this abusive
cycle. I will be anxiously awaiting
cago at age 71.
Five years ago: European, your reply.
DISGUSTED WITH MYSELF,
Soviet and Arab officials pushed
LA MESA.CALIF.
for talks to avert war with Iraq.
Sharon Pratt Dixon was sworn in
DEAR DISGUSTED: I am not
as mayor of Washington, D.C., qualified to psychoanalyze you,
becoming the first black woman ` but my best guess is that you
to head a city of Washington's are angry with yourself for having left your husband for a
size and prominence.
younger man who conned you
One year ago: Chechen defenbelieving he was some kind
into
ders drove Russian troops out of
of prize.
the capital of Grozny. Marion
No woman_deaerves to he
Barry was inaugurated 'as mayor
humiliated and abused verbally
of Washington, D.C., four years
or physically. I advise you to
after leaving the office in dis- say goodbye to this poor excuse
for a man — and the sooner the
grace to serve a six-month senbetter.
tence for misdemeanor drug
There are worse things than
possession.
being alone, ansi you are now
experiencing them. Write again
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NOT REALLY...HE SITS
AROUND THE HOUSE ALL
DAY AND iTS DRIVING
•-----i ME BATTY
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( I HIT THE WM
wHEw! WHAT A
NEuJ YEAR'S! I
PREIN HARD TINSELf,
AND THEN GOT COMMUST HAVE HAD
PLETELY WASTED ON
SO( CAFE LAITESI
A BAG OF LOWI WA5 BUZZED
SODIUM BEET CHIPS!
UNTIL 300Am!
\.

t

I CRASHED UNTIL
1
lb•OCtfim YESTERDAY, AND
THEN. DIVED RIGHT BACK
INTO THE FAT-FREE,
CWILESTEROL-FREE, NONDAIRY VECi&tE SAUCE')

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

I cout..D
ONLY MAKE
IT THROUOH
TWO K.s OF
Ari FiVE-K

RUN!

1 MARRIED HIM FOR BETTER
OR FOR W0125E, BUT NOT
FOR L.UNC14!

North dealer.
North-South vulnerable.

wonderful bids and plays occur while
I am asleep, the plain unvarnished
NORTH
truth being that when I am awake I
* A 72
am a very ordinary player.
K Q5
As proofofmy prowess while I am
• AJ 9 3
in the Land of Nod, I cite this hand,
4 K 74
which!played last night.I was West
WEST
EAST
and had to lead against four hearts.
J 10 98
+643
It may seem impossible to defeat
•10 86
the contract, but I accomplished the
'J
•K 7
• 1086542 feat without even batting an eye„_-"C
•NA
CI41.4AQ5 2
lash. I did not fall into the trap of
J 98
SOUTH
leading the jack of spades, which
▪ K Q5
most players would have done. InV A 974 32
stead, I led the queen of clubs!
QUIET!
IS THERE ANY•Q
Now imagine,if you will,being in
THAIY 1110RE
VA -STILL
+1063
declarer's shoes at this moment. He
HALF IN
SICKENING
The bidding:
naturally thought I had-the Q-J, so
TWIN WITNESSTHE
South -West
North East
he made the normal play of ducking
ING A HEALTH
HERBAL
3V
1 NT
Pass
Pass
in dummy.When!then led the deuce,
HANGOVER?
TEA BAG.
4
he ducked again,reasoning that with
Dear Mr. Becker: It has been a the ten in his own hand East would
long time since I last wrote you, but have to win with the ace.
you may recall that on several past
But my partner won the trick
occasions I sent you hands to sup- with the jack and returned a club to
port my contention that I am the my ace.I then administered the coup
greatest bridge player in the world. de grace by leading the five of clubs.
It is true that my name is not South discarded a diamond from
inscribed on any trophies emblem- dummy and my partner, bless him,
atic of national or world supremacy, trumped with the jack. As a result,
but it is nonetheless a.fact that no declarer could not avoid losing a
player on earth can equal or excel my trump trick to my ten and went
extraordinary feats at the bridge down one. Cordially yours, John E.
;1"s4<••••• Not3c:DY Teas
table.The only trouble is that all my Doe.
Me ANYFINIG!

CROSSWORDS
42 Indian tribe
45 Car
assemblers'
assn.
47 Highlander
49 Irritable
50 Pacific island
52 Russell or
Vonnegut
54 Chemical
suffix
55 Land
measure
56 Bottle-cap
removers
59 Roman two
61 Mood
63 Holiday for a
parade
65 111-natured
66 Asparagus

ACROSS
1 "Gilligan's
Island"
character
7 Lesley of "60
Minutes"
' 12 Thnllerwriter
— Leonard
13 Zodiac sign
15 Landon ID
16 Most
unctuous
18 Roman 101
19 — 40
21 Merit
22 Horse feed
24 Brother of
Jacob
26 Village
People song
28 — Moines
29 Judgment
31 Danish
island
33 TV's Dr.
Welby (init.)
34 Esau's
• country 36 — Foss
38 Olympian
Lewis (inits.)
40 Soon
•
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GARFIELD!

IT'S A BRAND-NEW
YEAR,GARFIELD!
A PERFECTLY
CLEAN SLATE'
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Answer to Previous Puzzle

of enlightening our society.
Whefi -I- was a teen-ager. my
father died of a massive heart
attack. Four years later, my mother
married a wonderful man who m I
loved dearly. Eighteen years later.
we buried him after he lost his
struggle with cancer.
Over the past month. I have
been amazed at the insensitivity of
people. There seems to be a common misconception that because a
mother. father or child.,is a -step."
the significance of that relationship
Let me assure you that neither
blood tiesnor time determines the
depth and strength of a relationship. The case of Susan Smith'
comes to mind. Those were her
flesh-and-blood childrenwhose seat
belts she strapped before pushing
that car into the lake!
One of the coldest, albeit most
innocent shocks I-got was when aco-worker asked me after f returned
from the funeral of my second
father. "Was he'your real father or
just your stepfather?" Just? That
made him sound positively throwaway!

My mother received a staggering
autpi111 ing of love mysti-p-ariTIVShiclost a husband, and I lost a father —
not'
0 stepfather. I hope this letter
will cause people to think with their
hearts and not their dictionaries.
I am signing my. name, hut if you
Use this, I respectfully request
anonymity. Thank you.
(MEWING DAUGHTER

LI0LZJ
00III A

IMMO
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11111ZIM

Good advice for everyone — teens to
seniors — is in "The Anger in All of Us
and Dow to Deal With It." To order,send
a business-sized, self-addressed envelope. plus check or money order for 83.95
44.50 in Canada) to: Dear Abby, Anger
Booklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, IU.
61054-0447.(Postage is included.)

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
.DEAR DR. GOTT: What would cause
extreme differences in blood pressure
readings in a 45-year-old woman? One
-day she's at 148-90. the next 118 70. My
wife's doctor is not concerned.
DEAR READER: Many people
show enormous.variations in their
blood pressures: most of us exhibit
modest fluctuations, depending on
what we're doing or how we're feeling.
To doctors, concerned about the
danger of sustained hypertension, it's
not the degree of fluctuation that matters. Rather, it's the overall pattern.
For example. a person can run a
consistently elevated blood pressure
of, say. 160/95 millimeters of mercury.,
Unless this pressure regularly drops
into the normal range (below 150/90 or
lower, depending on age), such a
patient is at risk for a plethora of medical complications, ranging from
stroke to heart failure.
•
In contrast, another adult can
exhibit.blood pressure readings of
170/100, alternating with normal values. Such a patient is said to have
"labile" hypertension. which does not
need treatment.
Similarly, an individual can have
high readings, at times of stress, for
several days a week. However, he or
she need not worry if the blood pressure falls to normal even one or two
days a week.
Stress, genetic factors, obesity, a
sedentary lifestyle, kidney disease, and
a diet-highln salt are common factors
leading to hypertension. Appropriate
attention to any (or alb of these factors

will reduce blood pressure levels, without the need for medication.
A
0
Although your wife may occasionally have a mildly elevated blood pressure (148/90), she then falls to 118/70,
0 A
0
a normal value. Thus, she does not
have hypertension. Perhaps her high
A
readings are caused by anxiety — the
0
apprehension of being in a doctor's
A
A
0
office, for example.
She can investigate such a pattern
1-2-96 C 1996 United Feature Syndicate by taking her own blood pressure.
This exercise may enable her to idenDOWN
the Lambs"
canal
environmental (or personal)
tify
character
6 Kind of foot
issues that cause her blood pressure
14 Actress
1 Diamond,
race
to rise. Her doctor is not concerned
Spacek
7 Actor Tracy
e,g
because she does not have a serious
17 '—La
2 Mistreat
-8 '—the
(hyph wd )
Douce"
season "
problem with hypertension.
20 Poison
3 Between AZ •
9 Concerning
Nonetheless, he is obligated to disand TX
23 Station break
(2 wds )
cuss this situation With your wife, to
4 Sticky stuff
24 Sommer ID
10 Cronyn ID
put the readings into perspective.25 Govt. farm
5 Lake or
11 "Silence of
Also, he shoula probably reassure her,
agency
1
2 ill 4
5
6
10 11
27 War go@
EA 9
thereby lessening her anxiety and, I
30 Vast ages
hope, reducing her pattern of high
12
32 Dog in
14
readings.
Garfield
INI
To give you more information. I am
35 Farce
15
17 18
sending-you a free copy of my Health
37 Extinct
ill
flightless bird
Report "Hypertension." Other readill 23
38 Xavier —
ers who would like a copy should send
NI
lillil
39 Bacall or
24
$2 plus a long, self-addressed,
Hutton
11
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017.
al
41
Part
of
El
29
Murray Hill Station, New York, NY
speech
lia
ill
10156. Be sure to mention the
43 More
iii
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OWNING A 006 IS A 1316
RESPONSIBILITY, RERUN THEY
NEED LOTS OF CARE..
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DEAR ABBY: Though they did
not ask, I am writing this on behalf
of all "steps" and "in-laws" in, hopes

II III

I-

I THOUGHT MAYBE ltf,
GET A 006 FOR CHRISTMAS,
BUT I DIDN'T..

A LEI

0
A

in three months. And if you
weaken — reread this letter.

DEAR GRIEVING:Thank you
for a heartfelt message. Please
accept my condolences.

Life Is But an Empty Dream
HE RETIRED
A CC7UPL5 OF WONDERFUL
MONTHS AGO

13

DEAR ABBY

CONTRACT BRIDGE
WHAT'S YOUR HUSBAND
DOING THESE DAYS,KiMBERLY?

df

ill

44 W-Z linkup
46 NW state
48 Woody plants
51 Cleaning
devices
53 Snare
57 Fondle

58 Opp of NNW
60 Tax agcy
62 Pa's partner
64 Symbol for
tantalum
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A new Shakespeare work?
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Mrs. Lorene Wells Ray

Mrs. Loudean W. Walker

Mrs. Lorene Wells Ray, 77, North 18th Street, Murray, died Monday morning, Jan. 1, 1996, at Scriggs Memorial Hospital. San Diego,
Calif. She was visiting her family there when she became ill a few
days ago.
She was a member of Sugar Creek Baptist Church. Her husband,
Terry L. Ray, died in May of 1981. One sister, Mrs. Roxie Wells Holland, and her parents, Cleve Wells and Maude Lovett Wells, also preceded her in death.
Survivors include two sons, Gene W. Ray and wife, Taffin, San
Diego, Calif., and Bob L. Ray and wife, Pat, Louisville; one brother,
Tom Wells and wife, Larue, Murray; five grandchildren; four greatgrandchildren.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home of Murray will be in charge of funeral
and burial arrangements.

Mrs. Loudean Weatherford Walker, 76, Paducah, died Sunday, Dec.
31, 1995, at 2:20 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
She had retired after 40 years with Florsheim Shoe Company, Paducah, and was a member of Twelfth Street Baptist Church there.
Her husband, Otis Daniel Walker, one sister, and two brothers, preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the late Irvin and Monico
Weatherford.
Survivors include one daughter, Gayle M. Richards, Paducah; two
sons, Charles 0. Walker, Gilbertsville, and Gene D. Walker, Jackson,
Tenn.; one brother, Larry Weatherford, Murray; eight grandchildren;
eight great-grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Lindsey
Funeral Home, Paducah. The Rev. David Wilkerson will officiate.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).

Carl R. Armstrong
Carl R. Armstrong, 82, Paducah, died Monday, Jan. 1, 1996, at
12:30 a.m. at his home.
A retired pipe fitter for the I.C.G. Railroad, he was a membeg of St.
Mark United Methodist Church.
He was preceded in death by his first wife, Edna Mae Armstrong;
his second wife, Pearl Armstrong; and two sisters, Ruby Inez Witty
and May Nell Armstrong. Born in Calloway County, he was the son of
the late Otis Armstrong and Martha E. Haneline Armstrong.
Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Edith Freeman, Summerfield,
N.C.; several nieces and nephews including Mrs. Shirley Parrish and
Clarence Dale Witty of Murray; several great-nieces and greatnephews.
The funeral will be Thursday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Roth Funeral Home, Paducah. The Rev. Merle Thomas will officiate. Burial
will follow in Maplelawn Cemetery, Paducah.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 3 p.m. Wednesday.

David F. Towery
David F. Towery, 50, of Lone Oak, formerly of Mayfield, died Sunday, Dec. 31, 1995, at 1:05 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
He had retired after 30 years of service at General Tire, Mayfield.
He was a member of Sedalia Baptist Church.
Born Oct. 18, 1945, in Mayfield, he was the son of Betty W. Dodson and the late Romiel Towery. One brother, Billy G. Towery, also
preceded him in death.
Survivors include two sons, David B. Towery, Paducah, and Cody
Towery, Colorado; his mother and stepfather, Mrs. Betty W. Dodson
and Paul Dodson, Lone Oak; one sister, Mrs. Margie Sue Osborne,
Hickory; one brother, Dale Towery, Mayfield; two grandchildren,
David Austin Towery and Autumn Nichole Towery, Lone Oak.
The funeral is today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield. The Rev. Alvin York and the Rev. Eugene Clark will
officiate.
Cousins will serve as pallbearers. Burial will follow in Mayfield
Memory Gardens.

Miss Lillian P. Elliott
Miss Lillian P. Elliott, 74, Mayfield, died Saturday, Dec. 30, 1995,
at 5:25 p.m. at Vintage Villa Nursing Home, Dexter.
She was a member of High Point Baptist Church, Mayfield. Preceding her in death were her parents, Felix H. Elliott and Jeann Bernard
Elliott; two sisters, Vivian Shelby and Ruth Joyce Elliott; one brother,
Charies Elliott.
Survivors incude three sisters, Mrs. Dorothy Ward and Mrs. Jo Ann
McKinney, Mayfield, and Mrs. Betty F. Carter, Warren, Mich.; three
brothers, James C.(Jimmy) Elliott, Mayfield, Mose Hurt Elliott, Warren, Mich., and Thomas Eugene Elliott, Hopkinsville.
Services were Monday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Al Cobb and the Rev. James Tharp officiated. Burial was in Mayfield Memory Gardens.

Mrs. Ella May Herron
Mrs. Ella May Herron, 82, Mayfield, died Saturday, Dec. 30, 1995,
at 5 p.m. at PineLake Medical Center, Mayfield:
-A retired employee of the Ohio Department of Aging, she served in
the Marine Corps in World War II. She was a member of Fouth
Avenue Christian Church, Columbus, Ohio.
One sister, Emma Louise Hale, and her parents, William C. and
Maude Moore Hale, preceded her in death.
Survivors include two sisters, Ms. Dorothy Hale, Mayfield, and
Mrs. Willina Hall, Murray; one brother, W.C. Hale Jr., Mayfield; one
niece; three nephews.
Graveside services were Monday at 1 p.m. at Highland Park Cemetery, Mayfield. The Rev. Harry Yates officiate. Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield, was in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Mayfield/Graves County
Senior Citizens, 417 North Seventh St., Mayfield, KY 42066.

Cecil B. Durrett
Cecil B. Durrett, 89, Paducah, died Monday, Jan. 1, 1996, at 2:25
a.m. at Superior Care Nursing Home, Paducah.
A retired employee of Ford Motor Co., Detroit, Mich., he was a
member of Southland Baptist Temple, Paducah. An Army veteran of
World War II, he received the Purple Heart.
He was the son of the late Lewis Durrett and Mary Rebecca Martin
Durrett. Two sisters and five brothers also preceded him in death.
Survivors include three sisters, Mrs. Mary Grace Whipple, Dexter,
Mrs. Marjorie Silkwood, Easley, S.C., and Mrs. Sarah Mangrum,
Paducah; two brothers, Herman Durrett, Tacoma, Wash., and Leonard
Durrett, Dublin, Ohio; several nieces and nephews.
Graveside rites will be Wednesday at 3 p.m. at Maplelawn Cemetery, Paducah, with the Rev. Harold Council officiating.
Friends may call at Lindsey Funeral Home. Paducah. after 2 p.m.
Wednesday.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to
McKendree United Methodist Church, Paducah.

RESERVATIONS
are currently being taken for

Hickory Woods
Retirement Center
GUARANTEE our pre-opening rental price for one full year by
registering now foryour new apartment at Hickory Woods Retirement
Center! ASSURE yourself of the very best in Senior living in a secure,
worry-free environment. TREAT yourself to three wonderful meals
daily, served to you by our caring staff. RELAX and let us do your
housecleaning and laundry.ONE monthly fee entitles you to these and
many other services at Hickory Woods!
COME IN TODAY and select the floorplan and lpcation you desire.
A $500 deposit, totally refundable, is all it takes reserve your new
home at Hickory Woods. Aftar all, don't
deserveth1'
FOR MORE INFORMATION, call:
Katherine Morris, Marketing Director
(502) 763-6339
Visit our office at 10308 Hwy. 121 By-Paws, Murray, KY.
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Mrs. Erma Floyd
Mrs. Erma Floyd, 72, Marion, died Monday, Jan. 1, 1996, at 6:40
a.m. at Caldwell County Hospital, Princeton.
Her husband, Ralph Floyd, preceded her in death. She was a member of Gospel Assembly Church of Paducah.
Survivors include four sons, Mike Floyd, Murray, Kenny Floyd,
Marion, David Floyd, Paducah, and Randy Floyd, Princeton; four sisters, Mrs. Madeline Brandes, St. Louis, Mo., Mrs. Wilma Floyd, Mairon, Mrs. Glenda Farr, Denver, Colo., and Mrs. Barbara Hinton, Phoenix, Ariz.; three brothers, Harry, James and Richard Vaughn, all of
Oklahoma; half sister, Mrs. Dorothy Garrett, Poplar Bluff, Mo.; seven
grandchildren; four great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Gilbert Funeral Home, Marion. The Rev. Encil Edmonds will officiate. Burial
will follow in Mapleview Cemetery.

amongst the virtuous and
CHICAGO (AP) — A
deserving most, who herein
383-year-old poem unearthed in a
hast
library may be the work of Wilforever happy proved;
liam Shakespeare, a scholar says.
in life thou livest, in death,
His computer agrees.
.10
-thou
poem,
Donald Foster found the
diedst beloved."
"A Funeral! Elegye In Memory
Foster of Vassar College preof the late Vertuous Maister William Peeter," in the Oxford Uni- sented his findings Saturday at
the Modern Language Associaversity library in 1981.
It's about the death of a young tion's 111th annual convention.
actor in 1612, and Foster ackHe said Thomas Thorpe,
nowledges that, even if it is
publisher of Shakespeare's Sonaccepted as one of Shakespeare's
nets, entered the 1612 elegy in
works, the 578-line poem will
London Stationers Register, a
never be counted as one of his
copyright depository, along with
masterpieces.
the initials "W.S." Shakes"It's not a poem that will ever
be widely loved," Foster said. peare's last plays were written at
"But it will change how we read about the same time; he died in
his other texts. It is, in a way, a 1616.
Foster ran the poem through a
retirement poem, talking of theatricality as a fraud. He also talks computer program called SHAXIof 'a sadder case of knowing CON, which he wrote to weed
shame,' possibly scandal of a out poetry not really written by
Shakespeare. It compares word
sexual nature."
usage and style with that of
It reads in part:
"but whether doth the stream Shakespeare and 50 other Elizabethan writers.
of
The elegy, Foster said, fit
my mischance
drive me beyond myself, fast Shakespeare's usage in all 17
tests made by the SHAXICON
friend, soon lost,
program. No other author came
long may thy worthiness thy
close in more than five areas.
name advance
.4419k `e*:*1.fol

Investments Since 1854.

Mrs. Pauline P. McCoart

Stock Market Report

The funeral for Mrs. Pauline P. McCoart was Monday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Jones-Preston Funeral Home, Paintsville. Fr. Fedders
officiated. Burial was in Highland Memorial Gardens, Paintsville.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home had charge of local arrangements.
Mrs. McCoart, 83, West Van Lear, Ky., died Friday, Dec. 29, 1995,
at 12:20 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
•
Survivors include one son, Robert J. McCoart and wife, Karen Sue,
Murray; one sister, Mrs. Cloha Lee, Paintsville; one brother, Clebern
Price and wife, Stella, West Van Lear; eight grandchildren, Jody
McCoart, Bill McCoart, Kim Griffo, Laura Zolla, Lisa Hinkle, Kaye
Lyon, Jody Lyon, and Drew Lyon; nine great-grandchildren.

Woman says moonshine
could be economic boon
WELCH, W.Va. (AP) —
Moonshine is part of McDowell
County's past, and Hilda Mitros
of Welch believes homemade
hooch could be part of the coalfield region's economic future.
Ms. Mitros, a club owner and
former member of the county's
Economic Development Authority, wants to open a moonshine
distillery to bring business and
tourists to job-poor McDowell
County.
The distillery would have a lab
to ensure safety and quality, she
said.
"With the distillery, you
would have some really good
jobs, in the lab and in marketing
and accounting," Ms. Mitros
said.
A visit to the Jack Daniels
whiskey distillery in Lynchburg,
Tenn., three years ago sparked
Ms. Mitros' idea. She and her
daughter have pursued the project
since then.
"We've gone to Germany, Italy, Austria and Greece. And
when people found out where we
were from, everyone wanted to
know about West Virginia moonshine," Ms. Mitros said.
Ms. Mitros wants to build the
distillery on 100 acres she owns
on the Wyoming-McDowell
county line. She estimates it

would cost $11.5 million and
employee 300 people.
"I haven't seen any opposition
to this distillery at all," she said.
"Everyone is in agreement that
this would be a good thing."
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Hilliard Lyons
.11 Court Square
s Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366
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HOG MARKET
Federal Slate Market News Service Jan. 2, 1994
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report Includes 3
Buying Stations Receiplc Act. 200 Est 325 Barrows &
Gilts Sown..
US 1.2 234.2341 lbs.
539-5411-411.00
$36.50-39.010
US 1-2 210-130 lbs.
539.0049.59
US 2-3 230.260
5311.00-39.00
US 3-4 240-270 lbs.
Sows
US 1-2 270-3511 lbs.----......—
5211.00-29.00
US 1-3 300-400 lbs.S21.5029.50
400-525
lbs.
US 1-3
521.50-29.50
535.00-37.00
US 3-3 525 & up lb..
537.00-2404
US 2.3 309-500
Boar' 52230.2100

Dieting...Thing of the
past for millions?
"Could be," says weight control
expert James Wallace, of Birmingham, the only person to win Mr.
USA three times. -That's why I
devised an exercise plan for the
NatureSlim program. Just follow
the program; eat all of the certain
fun foods you want, exercise and
take one NatureSlim capsule before
each meal. You'll lose nothing but
fat."
NatureSlim capsules contain two
of the most proven weight control
ingredients,one found and patented
by USDA nutrition scientist.
Called "Nature's most effective
fat loss formula," NatureSlim, sold
by independent pharmacies, actually guarantees results.
Holland Drugs
109 S. 4th St. • 753-1462
Walter's Family Pharmacy
604 S. 12th St. • 753-7688

NOW OFFERING

NATIONWIDE

CALL

Visit one of the following United States Cellular store locations:
30 N. Main St., Madisonville, 502/821-1111, PA-F 8-6 Sat. 9-1
906 A South 12th Street, Murray, 753-7533, PA-F 8-5
1733 Kentucky Avenue, Paducah, 444-0084, 18-F 8-5
Setect models only Other restrictions and chews May apply
Onn,wowsa new. onip See440 agivernent
NOt valid to tOntundoOn with any ono. orkir Credit aprval required Void where prohibited
One. expires 1/31/96 31C r•-_rrJ
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ASSISTANCE
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